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Bangs, Edward. Steven Kellogg's Yankee Doodle; written by Edward Bangs. Parents'
Magazine, 1976. 75-19190. 31p. illus. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.96 net.
The words (without chorus repetition) of "Yankee Doodle" are used as a launch-
R ing pad for illustrations that extend the story with humor and panache, as Kellogg's
2-4 small patriot exuberantly waves a flag, watches a military skirmish, and heads home
frantically after some teasing soldiers have frightened him. The crowded scenes are
full of action; although not as precise in the use of line, Kellogg's style here is
reminiscent of Peter Spier's: pages filled with small figures, good period details in
costume and architecture, and nice bits of humor. Kudos to all, not least for
acknowledging the contribution of Bangs, who served in the colonial forces. The flag
shown throughout the illustrations is one used in 1777.
Beatty, Patricia. By Crumbs, It's Mine! frontispiece by Loring Eutemey. Morrow, 1976.
75-31574. 254p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.81 net.
In a story set in the Arizona Territory in 1882, fourteen-year-old Damaris Boyd is
R given a knock-down hotel by a man whose conscience troubles him because he has
6-8 taken the family's money from Mr. Boyd in a poker game. So Damaris, with her
mother's help and that of a series of friends and relatives, becomes a hotel-keeper.
Papa has gone off to join a gold rush, and Damaris finally decides that the family
can't get along without him and, with two friends as trail companions, she goes off to
find him. Although some of the characters seem overdrawn, they are depicted with
humor; Damaris' achievements are believable, the story line is fresh, and the details
of period and locale are colorful. Sources explored in the author's research are cited
in an appendix.
Beckman, Thea. Crusade in Jeans. Scribner, 1976. 75-13415. 275p. $8.95.
Translated from the Dutch, this time-shift novel takes adolescent Rudolf-by way
M of a machine that has been used to transport animals to the past and retrieve them
7-9 -to the 13th century. He joins a Children's Crusade en route to the Holy Land via
Italy and he suspects that the two monks who are guiding the children are frauds
(they are). The fact that Rudolf has some contemporary knowledge of treating dis-
ease or of the routes across the Alps is the only facet of the story in which the time-
shift is important; for the most part, this is a detailed historical adventure story about
the way the children were recruited, how they were regarded by townspeople on the
route, and how they were, in this throng of almost 10,000, able to maintain order,
forage or beg for food, etc. Rudolf becomes a hero-figure because he organizes them
and rescues them from so many difficulties, saving them in the end from being sold
into slavery as the malevolent Dom Anselmus has planned. When they discover that
the waters of the Mediterranean will not part, as they had been promised, and that
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Anselmus had misled them, the children kill him. Rudolf, somewhat contrivedly,
regains contact with his scientists and is transported back to the laboratory at this
juncture. The story is tediously repetitive, the pages oppressively solid with print;
while there is some historical interest in the setting, the fantasy framework is slight.
Benchley, Nathaniel. A Necessary End; A Novel of World War II. Harper, 1976. 75-37105.
193p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
This is the story of Ralph Bowers, told in diary form, describing his service on a
R subchaser, both in training and in a Pacific combat zone, during the last months of
7- World War II. It's completely convincing, a vigorous and perceptive account of the
homesickness, the fear, the camaraderie, the clowning as well as the tension among
crew members and officers. It's not a message book, not a glorification of war or a
bitter indictment. The characters are vibrantly real, the pace brisk; since Ralph has
aspirations as a writer, the long, detailed entries are logical.
Berger, Gilda. "Fitting In" Animals In Their Habitats; by Gilda and Melvin Berger; draw-
ings by James Arnosky. Coward, 1976. 75-22284. 45p. $4.69.
A simple and lucid explanation of some of the physical attributes of various species
R that have ensured their longevity as species or that enable them to adapt to their
2-4 environments, procure food, or evade predators. The material is divided by habitat,
with a few examples of animal adaptation for each. In the section on forest dwellers
the quiet and gloom of the forest is noted, and the stress is on a well-developed sense
of hearing (the mouse, the mole) that can help an animal escape or signal a source of
food; in the quiet, a wolf can hear its mate howl, and if it hears danger sounds, a
monkey can escape by leaping away on tree branches. This is not comprehensive,
nor meant to be; it concludes with a rather abrupt plea for conservation and a
one-page index.
Berson, Harold. I'm Bored, Ma! Crown, 1976. 75-31940. 30p. illus. $4.95.
Steve is a small rabbit, as drawn with verve in Berson's flowing line, but this is
Ad really the story of a sulky, fractious little boy. He insists that he hates his toys, he
K-2 hates his friends, and he is-like Eloise-"Bored, bored, BORED!" At his mother's
mild remonstrance that he doesn't really hate his airplane, it's his favorite toy, Steve
throws it into the garbage pail. When he finally relents enough to go out and play, he
finds Pack Rat enjoying the discarded toy. Newly energetic, Steve rushes home so he
can get his fire engine; Pack Rat's house is burning down, he says. So rue finds an
outlet in resentment-but will small children recognize the pattern? If they don't,
they surely will find the moping-about a familiar situation. The pictures add life to the
text, which is adequately written but not very substantial.
Blood, Charles L. The Goat in the Rug; by Charles L. Blood and Martin Link; illus. by
Nancy Winslow Parker. Parents' Magazine, 1976. 75-19192. 30p. Trade ed. $5.50;
Library ed. $4.96 net.
Like Pelle's New Suit and "Charlie Needs a Cloak," this follows each step in the
R manufacture of an article made by hand. Here it's a Navajo rug, and the story is told
K-3 by Geraldine, the goat whose hair is used to make the rug. From the sharpening of
the scissors that clip the hair to the finished product, all processes are described; the
weaver buys nothing except some dyes, Geraldine having unfortunately eaten all the
plants that had been collected to make natural dyes. The writing style is blithe and
brisk, the pictures echo the light humor of the writing, and the book stresses the craft
that goes into the whole procedure.
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Bond, Nancy. A String in the Harp. Atheneum, 1976. 75-28181. 370p. $9.95.
In a most impressive first novel, Bond deftly blends fantasy and realism; realism
R predominates, but it is a successful setting for the fanciful element that affects the
6-9 everyday life of twelve-year-old Peter and his family. His father, grieving for the wife
* who died the year before, has taken a year's professorship in Wales. None of the
three children prefers it to their Amherst home, but Peter antagonizes his father and
upsets his sisters by his surly hostility. Then Peter finds a key, and the key enables
him to see the past, for it is the lost tuning key for Taliesin's harp. Peter's struggles,
first to hide his visions and then to convince the others, are completely believable,
and the story gains momentum when a museum curator presses for the key, Peter
resisting because he is convinced that he must return it to the proper place. And what
that place is, the key must tell him. The interweaving of Welsh background, the
intermittently-told story of Taliesin, and the problems of family adjustment is adroit.
The characters are drawn with depth, changing and growing in their maturity and in
their understanding of each other.
Bradbury, Bianca. In Her Father's Footsteps; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Houghton, 1976.
75-43891. 172p. $6.95.
Jenny and her widowed father, a veterinarian, were stunned when his animal
Ad hospital burned down, since they know that the insurance wouldn't cover the cost of
6-9 a new building. Much of the story concerns financial problems, and other plot
threads are Jenny's resentment of a woman her father has become fond of (she learns
to like Eve), her first love affair, and her doubts about whether or not she really
wants to follow in her father's footsteps and become a veterinarian. There's a good
relationship between father and daughter; they and the other characters are convinc-
ing; the pace of the story is slow, so that some of Jenny's anguished musings about
Eve, money, college, and her future seem overextended.
Brady, Irene. Beaver Year; written and illus. by Irene Brady. Houghton, 1976. 75-38907. 40p.
$5.95.
A story of the life cycle of the beaver is told through the development of two kits
R from birth to their founding of a new beaver colony as yearlings. The writing is,
3-5 despite the fact that the kits are called Cassie and Paddle, without anthropomor-
phism; although the approach is patterned, the narrative form and authenticity of
details give the book substance. Brady's black and white sketches, softly drawn and
realistic, are remarkable for their texture.
Burningham, John. Mr. Gumpy's Motor Car. T. Y. Crowell, 1976. 75-4582. 30p. illus. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.50 net.
A sequel to the Greenaway Award book, Mr. Gumpy's Outing, follows much the
R same pattern. This time it's an aging touring car instead of a boat, but the action is
4-7 much the same: the vehicle is crowded with children and animals, there's a spot of
yrs. trouble, but all ends happily. Here the passengers at first refuse to get out and push
when the car gets stuck, but their help is necessary, and a concerted effort gets the
car out of the mud; the ride is followed by a swim, and everyone goes home. Placid
but pleasant, the slight plot is adequate enough for young listeners, the message is as
mild as it can be, and the sprightly pictures (some in black and white, some in color)
have a comic flair.
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Byfield, Barbara Ninde. The Haunted Tower; written and illus. by Barbara Ninde Byfield.
Doubleday, 1976. 75-11999. 44p. $5.95.
Fourth in a series of books about the retired detective Hannibal Stern and the
R four-hundred-year-old ghost, Sir Roger de Rudisill, who share a moated castle in
3-5 amity. When a darkened train pulls into the station without its expected passenger,
the Crown Prince Brulph, who is to be crowned on Midsummer's Day, Hannibal is
asked to guard the tower in which the crown lies in state. He sees a ghostly hand
remove it, reports the theft, and is himself suspected. With Holmesian aplomb, Hanni-
bal solves both mysteries, appearing with the crown and the prince. There is a logical
(well, as logical as such fantasy ever gets) explanation, and there are visual clues to
the mystery. The illustrations echo the light touch of the writing but are not as deft; in
particular, they are awkward in depicting the fog that plays a large part in the
proceedings.
Chukovsky, Kornei. The Silver Crest; My Russian Boyhood; trans. from the Russian by
Beatrice Stillman. Holt, 1976. 75-32248. 182p. $6.95.
Kornei Chukovsky was both an authority on the language of childhood and a
R children's author. This account of his late childhood has the same qualities of candor
6- and humor that have made his poetry popular. Son of an unwed mother, the eleven-
year-old Korei was evicted from school on a slim pretext because he was socially
undesirable. The ploys he tries in order to stay in school and keep his friends, the
misery he feels when he fails in the former and is little more successful in the latter,
are as touching as they are comical. The setting is unusual, the period details vivid,
yet everything that Korei feels when he loses the silver school crest from his cap is
universal.
Clifton, Lucille. Everett Anderson's Friend; illus. by Ann Grifalconi. Holt, 1976. 75-32251.
20p. $5.95.
The free-flowing lines of Grifalconi's uncluttered pen and ink drawings echo the
R simplicity and directness of Clifton's verses. Everett Anderson, a small black boy
K-2 who is the protagonist of earlier Clifton books, is delighted to see a new family move
in across the hall but disappointed, at first, when he learns that all the children are
girls. He thinks Maria is too proficient at playing ball, he thinks three (two male
friends and he) are just the right number, and he thinks things would be better if
Daddy were there. But it's nice to be welcomed when you've lost your apartment
key-and Maria's mother distributes tacos and kisses-and Maria proves to be a
compatible fourth in Everett Anderson's group of friends. The writing style is light;
the concerns, however, are those that loom large to an only child.
Davis, Burke. Black Heroes of the American Revolution; with prints and portraits of the
period; foreword by Senator Edward W. Brooke. Harcourt, 1976. 75-42218. 80p.
$6.95.
While the author gives information about many little-known black men and women
Ad who served the patriot cause in the American Revolution, the book is weakened by a
5-7 flat writing style and by the apparently random arrangement of material. Chapter
headings give little clue to their contents: "Eight Invisible Men," "Two Famous
Patriots," and "Three Black Legions," for example. A few of the subjects have been
written about for children: Crispus Attucks, James Forten, and Phyllis Wheatley
(usually spelled "Phillis") but most have been absent from books for children as well
as from histories. It is not that they played more valorous roles than did white
soldiers, but that the history books do not acknowledge their participation at all that
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makes their inclusion here worthy of note. A half-page bibliography and an index are
appended, the latter being too advanced for the young reader.
Donovan, John. Family. Harper, 1976. 75-37409. 116p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Can one say a novel is in first person when the narrator is an ape? Sasha, one of the
R apes in an experimental laboratory, is so convincing a voice that he seems a
6- person-yet he remains, always, a primate, an intelligent being that is used by man.
* Suspecting that each ape in the project group will be killed at some point, Sasha tries
to convince the others to run away, but only three others go with him. The story of
their flight, the refuge they find, the one understanding human being they encounter,
and their final surrender to the inevitable, are serious in tone and convincing; there
are some passages that move slowly, as Sasha ponders history or problems of the ape
community, but the drama of the situation and the cohesion of the plot are impres-
sive, and the style and characterization of the story most effective.
Dunn, Paul H. The Osmonds; The Official Story of the Osmond Family. Doubleday, 1976.
75-45765. 246p. illus. $6.95.
A biography of the performing group that consists of six brothers and their sister is
M written in a style that is both fragmented and fulsome. The more or less chronological
6-9 arrangement is interrupted by separate chapters about individual Osmonds (not in
sequence of age) and the tone of the book is almost rapturously laudatory, especially
in praise of the respect for parents, avoidance of tea and coffee as well as alcohol,
and other practices of the Mormon faith. The author seldom uses a simple phrase or
word rather than an elaborate one: "oysters" become "that bottom-dwelling marine
mollusk" and he often makes such extravagant statements as ". .. scores of
thousands of girls who were then unborn have cause to be grateful . . For down the
road, something over one year away, was Donny." Still, the group has a large
following, and the details of their life plus the many photographs will no doubt make
the book appealing to many readers.
Evarts, Hal G. The Purple Eagle Mystery. Scribner, 1976. 75-27704. 218p. $6.95.
The eagle of the title is made of glass; it's a rare item for which bottle collectors
Ad will pay thousands of dollars, and Bix, who helps his uncle Jake with an antique
6-9 business, is determined to find one. Bix stumbles into a mysterious prowler and
-also by chance-into the odd disappearance of a Nisei traveler. Also into the
rescue of a Mexican wetback. It is, in fact, the element of chance and the plethora of
ancillary plot threads that weaken a story that has good characters and dialogue and
that is written in vigorous style. Bix has a mother who's left him with Uncle Jake to
pursue an unsuccessful career as an entertainer; he has a girl friend, Angie Martinez;
he has a running feud with a local tough, and so on. Too much, but the story has the
sort of action and suspense that appeal to mystery fans.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Blacksmiths; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
Watts, 1976. 75-26684. 47p. $3.90.
Black and white scratchboard illustrations show tools, processes, and techniques
R of the colonial smithy; the text is divided, as it is in all the books in this useful series,
5-7 into a section that gives historical background about the role of the smith in the
colonies, and a somewhat longer section that describes the equipment, procedures,
and products of the blacksmith's forge. A list of terms and an index are appended.
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Gantos, Jack. Rotten Ralph; illus. by Nicole Rubel. Houghton, 1976. 75-34101. 48p. $6.95.
Ralph is a cat; he's red and he's as large as Sarah, to whom he belongs; and he's
M nasty. He saws at a limb on which Sarah's swing is hung, he wears father's slippers,
K-2 he runs his bicycle into the dining room table-and he is so disruptive when taken to
a circus that the family leaves him there. Ralph is forced to work, underfed, and
caged; he escapes and becomes ill, is rescued by Sarah, and comes home to be more
appreciative and less rotten. There's some humor in the situation, but it seems
overworked, and the story, despite the slam-bang action and violent pop pictures to
match-has echoes of the old minatory theme of being punished if you don't ap-
preciate your lot in life.
Goffstein, M. B. Fish for Supper. Dial, 1976. 75-27598. 23p. illus. $4.95.
"When my grandmother went fishing," the story begins, and it goes on to describe
Ad the early breakfast, the preparation for a day of fishing alone, the day itself-and the
2-4 catch. Grandmother then comes home, cooks and cleans the fish, dines and goes to
yrs. bed early so that she can get up early and go fishing. The text is very simple and
direct, with only a few words on each page; the drawings are equally modest: frames
in which a line drawing shows grandmother and only one or two other details.
Appropriately small-scale, the book has too little action for most young children.
Gripe, Maria. Elvis and His Secret; with drawings by Harald Gripe; trans. from the Swedish
by Sheila La Farge. Delacorte/Seymour Lawrence, 1976. 75-8000. 199p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
Elvis and His Friends; with drawings by Harald Gripe; trans. from the Swedish by
Sheila La Farge. Delacorte/Seymour Lawrence, 1976.75-8002. 199p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.46 net.
While it is possible that children old enough to cope with the vocabulary may need
R persuasion to read about a child of six, those children who have already been capti-
4-6 vated by the small, solitary figure that appeared in Julia's House (reviewed in the
March, 1975 issue) always hovering on the outside of any action, will be a ready
audience. These two books about Elvis are touchingly poignant and imbued with a
wry humor. Elvis has been named for Elvis Presley by his flighty, self-preoccupied
mother, who constantly impresses on the child that he is a nuisance, that he is
annoyingly different from other children, that he looks a mess, in fact, that he is a
burden to her. Serious, naive, and logical, the resilient six-year-old tries to please but
is puzzled when he repeatedly fails. In Elvis and His Secret, Elvis becomes a close
friend of Peter, the "Night Daddy" who took care of Julia, and his supportive
affection helps Elvis realize the very important secret that "Elvis is Elvis," that he
has his own identity and can accept himself. Both books establish the tender under-
standing between Elvis and his grandfather; in Elvis and His Friends, Elvis starts
school (his mother carping every step of the way, more concerned with her appear-
ance than with her child's adjustment) and meets an understanding teacher and a new
friend, Annarosa. What is most remarkable about these books is the consistency with
which the author describes everything that happens from Elvis's viewpoint. The
stories are written with perception in a style that is both ingenuous and graceful.
Hagy, Jeannie. And Then Mom Joined the Army; illus. by David K. Stone. Abingdon, 1976.
75-25506. 143p. $4.75.
It wasn't only that Scott was embarrassed by the fact that his mother had become a
Ad WAC, it was moving to yet another school that made him unhappy. Sure enough,
5-6 everybody in sixth grade teased him about his mother--except for Jason. But Jason
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was the class pariah, so Scott still had no other friends. Undisciplined and arrogant,
Jason lived with his free-wheeling, permissive parents in a communal house; he
jeered at the order and discipline Scott's mother imposed. Jason was fun, but when it
was discovered that he was thieving, Scott felt he must give evidence in court.
Jason's father disappeared, his mother voluntarily turned him over to the authorities,
and Scott realized that he was lucky that his widowed mother believed in reason and
order. Despite the title, Scott's mother's enlistment is a minor part of the story.
While the book presents a dilemma for Scott (be loyal to Jason or forsake him in
order to have other friends) it is not strong enough in style, characterization, or plot
to completely overcome the weakness of the apparent message that casual living is
disastrous for children.
Hoban, Russell C. A Near Thing for Captain Najork; illus. by Quentin Blake. Atheneum,
1976. 75-29464. 30p. $7.95.
A sequel to How Tom Beat Captain Najork and His Hired Sportsman (reviewed
R in the January, 1975 issue) is just as delightfully daft a tale, with Blake's vigorous
3-5 paintings a medley of ersatz Victoriana and Punch cartoon style. Tom, the boy who
knows how to putter about, builds a jam-powered frog vehicle; he is spotted and
followed by the captain (traveling, with his stalwarts, in a mechanical snake) who is
still smarting from the defeat suffered in the first book. Somehow the chase gets
complicated by the fact that the captain's militant wife suspects him of dallying with
the headmistress at a girl's school and challenges her supposed rival at arm wrestling.
And through it all, Aunt Bundlejoy Cosysweet amicably drifts about with flowers
springing wildly from her hat and her long, long hair floating in the breeze. Written
and illustrated with comic genius.
Hoban, Tana. Big Ones Little Ones. Greenwillow, 1976. 75-34440. 30p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.11 net.
There are no words in this book of photographs, nor are they needed. The concept
R of comparative size is presented and reiterated in a series of pictures, two for each
2-4 kind of animal, that show adult and young animals, both tame and wild. As a concept
yrs. book, this has limitations, since it either presents old-and-young in a repetitive pat-
tern or big-and-small in a restricted one; that is, all the big-small pairs are living
creatures. However, taken simply as a wordless book that has photographs that
show parents and children in the animal world (or maybe it's adults and babies) it has
an appealing subject; the fact that young creatures resemble their progenitors is
firmly established.
Hoberman, Mary Ann. I Like Old Clothes; illus. by Jacqueline Chwast. Knopf, 1976.
75-25967. 17p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99 net.
Light, bouncy verses sing the praises of hand-me-downs, beginning with, "I like
M old clothes/Hand-me-down clothes/Worn outgrown clothes/Not-my-own clothes,"
K-2 and ending with ".. . I try to imagine/The places they've been/And the faces they've
seen/And whose clothes they'll be/When they're finished with me." The illustrations
vary-some are a sedate frieze, others teem with action; they show Egyptians and
playgrounds and desert islands and hordes and hordes of children, but most of the
time they don't really illustrate the verses.
Hoover, H. M. Treasures of Morrow. Four Winds, 1976. 75-28098. 171p. $6.95.
A sequel to Children of Morrow (reviewed in the October, 1973 issue), in which
R two children from a primitive and harsh community of the future run away and find
5-7 that they have been in telepathic communication with the people of a highly civilized
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culture. Now Tia and Rabbit live with the Morrowans, refining their para-
psychological powers and enjoying the peace, prosperity, and learning of their new
home. The story concludes with an exciting episode in which a scientific expedition
is made to the children's old home, where the fearful, ignorant villagers attack the
Morrowans, and where Tia realizes that she need no longer feel guilt about her new
loyalty to Morrow. Hoover has created a most convincing world of the future, a
believable Utopia, and her story has impact and impetus.
Hunt, Irene. The Lottery Rose. Scribner, 1976. 75-35007. 185p. $6.95.
Beaten and terrorized by his alcoholic mother and her lover, seven-year-old Geor-
Ad gie is rescued by neighbors, taken to a hospital, and sent to a boys' home run by
6-8 nuns. His most prized possession is a rose bush he has won in a lottery; Georgie
insists on planting it in the garden next door to the boys' home, and when the owner
of the garden, Mrs. Harper, angrily digs it up, Georgie hates her. Mrs. Harper has
lost her husband and older son, who was just Georgie's age; her remaining son is a
retarded child, Robin, who becomes devoted to Georgie. Robin drowns, and a
heartsick Georgie finally admits to himself and to Molly Harper that he wants to
become her child. The plot moves fairly smoothly toward the point where a suspi-
cious victim of child abuse can accept and trust a woman who has the same role as
the mother who rejected him, but the embellishments are almost saccharine: the
saintly, patient nuns; the tragic and beautiful young widow; the pathetic Robin; and
the courtly old grandfather (father of Mrs. Harper) who teaches Georgie to read. The
coming together of Georgie and Mrs. Harper seems obvious throughout the second
half of the book, a predestined boy-meets-girl.
Ichikawa, Satomi. A Child's Book of Seasons. Parents' Magazine, 1976. 28p. illus. Trade ed.
$5.50; Library ed. $4.96 net.
Pale, muted colors are used in pictures influenced by the work of Boutet de
Ad Monvel. There's a static, old-fashioned quality to the framed pictures of children at
3-5 play through the cycle of the year; two rhyming lines accompany each picture, the
yrs. verse being of mediocre quality: "To stay indoors while long hours pass/ And rain-
drops scurry down the glass," "They play doctor and soldier and rider of grace/ And
elegant ladies in lipstick and lace," "Out comes the sun, and all rush to the sill/ To
see the bright rainbow bend over the hill." Some of the landscapes have character,
and the book may be useful for helping young children learn about seasons, but the
combination of flat text and subdued pictures may limit its appeal.
Karl, Jean E. The Turning Place; Stories of a Future Past. Dutton, 1976. 75-33669. 213p.
$7.95.
Nine stories of the future are united by their setting, a terran civilization that has
R been affected by the Clordian Sweep, a massive invasion by the nearby planet Clord.
6-10 Although there are alien creatures in some tales, this is more science fiction than sci-
ence fantasy, since it focuses on the attitudes and reactions of young people at various
times in the history of Earth and Clord. What the short story approach achieves in
variety it loses in cohesiveness; some of the stories (the title story, for example) are
slow-paced, others ("Enough" and "Out for the Flicker Path") move briskly, and one
("Cantabilid Conquest") is humorous. The writing style is quiet, with less emphasis
on characterization than on development of a civilization changed suddenly by an
external force.
L'Engle, Madeleine. Dragons in the Waters. Farrar, 1976. 76-2477. 293p. $7.95.
Poly and Charles O'Keefe (The Arm of the Starfish) become involved in another
mystery when the new friend they have made en route to Venezuela is kidnapped.
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Simon's cousin-who is later proved an imposter-has been murdered during the
R voyage and one of the ship's crew is suspected. While there's a bit too much coinci-
7-10 dence (several of those on board have known and detested Cousin Forsyth), the
story has pace and suspense, a colorful if crowded collection of characters, and
judicious doses of religion and extrasensory perception. Canon Tallis appears at the
end to solve problems, as he did in the earlier book, and there's an Indian tribe that
hails Simon as their long-awaited leader. Too much? No, not as L'Engle does it.
Levitin, Sonia. The Mark of Conte; illus. by Bill Negron. Atheneum, 1976. 75-23041. 226p.
$6.95.
Conte Mark had just moved to California, had just entered the freshman class at
R Vista Mar high school, and had just discovered that the computer had made a
6-9 mistake. He had two program cards, one for Conte Mark and one for Mark Conte.
Since he was a good student and a hard worker, Conte came up with the brilliant idea
of taking a double course and graduating in two years. This is a spoof, of course, but
it's a spoofjust this side of reality, because all of the daft, hilarious things that happen
and the people in Conte's life could be true. The author writes with zest and vitality,
poking fun at everything in sight, but doing it with affection, and while Conte's rocky
path is strewn with some peculiar stony obstacles, the problems he and his friends
cope with are very real concerns for most adolescents.
Levy, Elizabeth. Lizzie Lies A Lot; illus. by John Wallner. Delacorte, 1976. 75-32914. 80p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Why does Lizzie lie a lot? Partly in defense against the nagging of her grand-
Ad mother, who lives with Lizzie and her parents, but mostly because she tells lies to
3-5 interest her best friend Sara or to impress her parents with putative achievements.
Angry at Nana because she rails when Lizzie brings home a stray kitten, and disap-
pointed when her mother says they cannot have an animal underfoot because Nana
might trip and fall, Lizzie gets more and more involved in her lying until she alienates
Sara and shocks her parents. A long talk clears things up and Lizzie decides she will
stop her bad habit. The story is well-written and the characterization believable, with
the relationship between Lizzie and her carping grandmother especially strong; the
treatment of Lizzie's lying is credible and that aspect of the story given more impor-
tance than the plot. The book is weakened by the diffident ending: Lizzie and Sara
are friendly again, and they hunt for the kitten: "They went back every day for
weeks, but they never found her. By that time, they were good friends again."
McCaffrey, Anne. Dragonsong. Atheneum, 1976. 75-30530. 202p. $7.95.
On an imaginary planet periodically assailed by a fall of corrosive Thread, the
R inhabitants are protected by tamed dragons whose flames destroy the Thread as it
6-8 falls. In an isolated district of the planet, fifteen-year-old Menolly lives, her talent as
a harper suppressed and derided by her stern father as unseemly for a girl. Running
away, Menolly acquires, by imprinting, a band of fire lizards; when she arrives at the
planet's ruling community, her skills at composing and at teaching her lizard brood to
sing bring her the career she has longed for. Despite a plethora of characters and a
rather heavy-handed preface, this is a science fantasy that is cohesive and briskly
paced, with sturdy characterization and a fully-conceived society with its mores and
customs.
McNeer, May Yonge. Bloomsday for Maggie; illus. by Lynd Ward. Houghton, 1976.
75-44359. 246p. $7.95.
Set in Florida during the years of prohibition, flappers, and the land boom, the
story of a fledgling newspaperwoman gives some interesting facts about the period
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but is quite unconvincing as a story. The characters are overdrawn, the dialogue is
M coy, the incidents often farcical without being funny. Magnolia Murphy is so anxious
6-8 to be a newspaper reporter that she works for nothing-then as assistant to the
society editor, for $5 a week-then, after several abortive attempts to write a front-
page story, she and a staff member sneak in an expose article so shocking that she's
fired, the paper folds, and other personal disasters are perpetrated.
Madison, Winifred. The Party That Lasted All Summer; illus. by Meiling. Little, 1976.
75-25812. 207p. $6.95.
In a not-really-necessary prologue, Tamara tells her great-niece about the splendid
R summer of 1925, when she played with a princess who lived next door. Tamara was
4-6 twelve then, and her uncle invited her and her widowed mother, along with two
cousins, Mollie and Lucia, and their mother, to spend six weeks in a large, borrowed
house near the seaside. Next door was Mariana, who looked every inch the princess
(Uncle Stefan had said there was a princess next door) and whose life was most
mysterious. This is one plot in the story; even when she knows Mariana has lied and
lied again, Tamara loves her and understands her need to pretend. A second plot is
Tamara's discovery that her father had been a gambler, and her adjustment to that
discovery. But primarily this is a period piece and a family story, and in the last lies
its greatest strength, for the author really conveys vividly the warmth and loyalty of a
Greek-American extended family. The writing style and the characterizations are
competent, the dialogue right for the period without being used-as often happens in
books set in the past-as a vehicle to remind the reader of the setting.
Marceau, Marcel. The Story of BIP; written and illus. by Marcel Marceau. Harper, 1976.
75-598. 28p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Although Marceau's name may attract readers, and although his paintings (at
M times badly truncated by the binding) have a free, flowing, sometimes other-worldly
3-4 mood and style that suggest both Blake and Chagall, the story is a confusing fantasy.
He begins in first person; dreaming, he grows wings and floats to the sky. He
becomes an angel, and the sun burns his wings off; he lands on the moon, realizing he
is now a spirit. "And then I saw Bip, hovering gently in space," the text reads-but
the author has already introduced himself as Bip. Gliding to earth and a small pond,
"I saw Bip's pale face..." Then, back on earth and with a circus, a silent voice
"within me said, Bip, you will become a magician..." And with his miming, Bip
shows people the beauty and magic of their world. Too precious.
Mayer, Mercer. AH-CHOO. Dial, 1976. 75-9205. 30p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.69 net.
An elephant smells a vendor's flowers and sneezes so hard that he blows a house
R down; taken to court, he sneezes at exhibit A (the flowers) so hard he blows the judge
3-5 down; taken to jail ... et cetera. At this point children can guess the next step and
yrs. add the pleasure of prediction to the appeals of action and humor. And it ends with
the elphant's winning a lady hippo's affection, beating his rival the policeman (a
rhino) because the latter has given the hippo a bouquet. She's allergic. She sneezes!
Only the trumpeting "AH-CHOO's" are in print, otherwise the story is told by the
lively, amusing black and white pictures.
Mayne, William. A Year and a Day. Dutton, 1976. 75-34160. 86p. $6.95.
Set in rural England in an unspecified past time, this is a story distinguished for
evocation of setting and establishment of mood, but the combination of dialect, slow
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pace, and little action may restrict readership to those who appreciate nuance of style
SpR or savor the dialogue. Small twin girls, Sara and Rebecca, found a wan, mute boy of
3-5 two in the woods on Midsummer Eve. Since nobody claimed him and even the
charity hospital would not accept the boy, who had been christened Adam, the twins'
parents kept him. The local witch woman warned them that he was a fairy child and
would go from them in a year and a day; although the girls loved and protected him,
the strange child (who never learned to speak but could imitate any sound) never
woke from his sleep a year and a day later. When a baby brother is born, Sara and
Becca are happy because they have an Adam to love, but they do not forget their
foundling.
Meade. Marion. Free Woman; The Life and Times of Victoria Woodhull. Knopf, 1976. 174p.
$6.95.
Although the author of this biography slows her text by the inclusion of unimpor-
R tant details and is less than objective about her subject, she has compiled a detailed
7-10 study based on research. There has been no need to add dramatic details, for Vic-
toria Woodhull's life is as colorful as the most lurid melodrama. One of a large, poor,
and not at all respectable family, she grew up to become this country's first female
presidential candidate, an advocate of free love, a champion of women's rights, a
wealthy newspaper owner, a writer and lecturer, a stockbroker, the first woman to
address a Congressional body, and many times a litigant in trials that shocked and
titillated the public. Reviled and in poor health, she went to England, married a
wealthy man, and died in 1927, at the age of eighty-eight, the grande dame of a rural
estate. A bibliography is appended.
Miles, Betty. Just the Beginning. Knopf, 1976. 75-28454. 143p. $5.95.
As Cathy tells her story, thirteen is a rough year. It's partly because George
Ad Waldman teases her, partly because she's lagging in her schoolwork, partly because
5-7 she can never keep up with her older sister-who knows just where she's going-but
mostly because her mother, to augment family income, has gone to work as a clean-
ing woman. Her friends don't snub her, as Cathy has feared they would; George
Waldman dies and Cathy feels guilty because she hated him; Mom and some other
cleaning women organize; Cathy works on the school annual and feels more secure.
There are threads of plot that are carried through the story and they're quite
smoothly knit, but there is no strong story line. This is that familiar phenomenon in
the junior novel, the events of a year in which an adolescent gains perspective and
self-confidence. It's realistic, it has good family relations and characterization, but it
lacks focus.
Morey, Walt. Year of the Black Pony. Dutton, 1976. 75-33805. 152p. $6.95.
Set in Oregon at the turn of the century, the story of a boy's love for a pony is
R smoothly meshed with a family story. Chris had yearned for the wild, beautiful pony
5-7 in a neighbor's herd, but he had never expected his stepfather to buy the animal.
Chris's father had died, and his doughty mother had proposed a marriage of conve-
nience to Frank Chase, a proposal instigated by her fear that she would not be able to
support her children. The children become fond of Frank, and Frank becomes fond
of Ma-but to Ma it remains a business deal. Or it does until a crisis (the pony's
severe illness) follows several episodes in which Ma has learned that Frank really
cares for Chris and his sister and that the pony she so disapproved of because he was
dangerous fills a real need in Chris's life. The characters are convincing, and the
changes in relationships are gradual and credible. If the ending is slightly sugar-
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coated (pony recovering, Ma softening at last toward Frank, Christmas Day) it is
more than balanced by the sturdy, earthy realism of the whole book.
Napier, Prue. Chimpanzees; illus. by Douglas Bowness. McGraw-Hill, 1976. 75-28009. 48p.
$5.72.
A no-nonsense text indulges in neither anthropomorphism nor fictionalization, but
R describes in clear and direct prose such aspects of chimpanzee life as mating, gesta-
4-5 tion, and birth; child care and the role of the infant and the young chimpanzee in the
group; feeding and sleeping habits; social grouping and grooming. The illustrations,
all color crayon drawings save for one diagram of fertilization within the ovary, are
slightly repetitive but many are informative enough to extend the text. A one-page
index is appended.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Mysterious Prowler; illus. by Berthe Amoss. Harcourt, 1976.
75-29314. 54p. Trade ed. $4.95; Paperback ed. $1.95.
Jonathan is sure he sees a shadow on the porch, he certainly sees hand-prints on
M the outer side of the window and bicycle tracks on the lawn. The telephone rings and
1-2 nobody speaks. Determined to track down the prowler, Jonathan looks for a bicycle
with treads that match the marks; he finds it and follows a boy who proves to be a
new neighbor, Pat. Pat has wanted to make friendly overtures, but each time was
overwhelmed by shyness. Jonathan had known there was a "Pat" moving in next
door, but his mother had heard that Pat was a girl. The ending of the story is
anticlimactic and the behavior of Pat seems overdrawn, but the story is simply
written for the beginning reader, the illustrations are inoffensive, and the book has a
modicum of suspense and should, therefore, be useful to fill the demand for easy-to-
read mystery stories.
Oakley, Graham. The Church Mice Spread Their Wings. Atheneum, 1976. 75-15102. 32p.
illus. $7.95.
Convinced by their most bookish member that "They had indeed become Victims
R of the Rat Race, crushed by the Pressures of Modem Life .. ." the church mice
K-2 decide that they need an outing, with the church cat going along as escort. Their rural
excursion is fraught with danger and they are convinced that they are on foreign soil;
they are overcome at being back in England (they've been on the other side of a park
lagoon) and the whole bit of nonsense ends with the daring escape of two mice from
an owl. Via paper airplane. The illustrations are half the fun, as Oakley shows them,
for example, in languid contrast to the "Rat Race," the mice are shown sunning
themselves on a tombstone, napping, playing games with flowers, and enjoying a
peaceful afternoon. A clever text has pictures with deft, amusing details.
O'Dell, Scott. Zia. Houghton, 1976. 75-44156. 179p. $7.95.
A sequel to Island of the Blue Dolphins is set in a California mission and is told by
R Zia, niece of the long-isolated Karana. Zia's mother had come from the island and
5-8 had, before her death, told her daughter of the sister who stayed behind; now Zia's
dream is to find her aunt. After an abortive attempt to sail to the island alone with her
brother, Zia convinces an otter-hunter to find her aunt. But when he does come back
with Karana, there are problems: she cannot talk to people, she is used to solitude
and independence. Karana becomes ill and quietly dies. Zia, who had been involved
in the resistance of other Indians to their displacement and to being forced to work
for the Mission, had stayed behind (and been punished) in order to see Karana, but
after the latter's death Zia leaves. Alone and unafraid, she has gained confidence
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from Karana's courage, so that Karana has indeed left a legacy for the future. The
two parts of the story (Karana-Zia and Zia as a victim of discrimination and oppres-
sion by religious and military institutions) do not quite mesh, and the tone of the
writing is subdued, but O'Dell gives a convincing picture of Mission life and the
conflict for Indians impressed into it, and his writing style is-as always-smooth
and graceful.
Parish, Peggy. Good Work, Amelia Bedelia; pictures by Lynn Sweat. Greenwillow, 1976.
75-20360. 56p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
There are two constants in the Amelia Bedelia books: the busy housemaid always
Ad wears her hat, indoors as well as out, and she takes things literally. The former hasn't
1-3 changed through several illustrators; here the pictures are not quite up to earlier
standards, and the text is a bit less substantial. Amelia Bedelia makes one silly error
after another, which will amuse children as it always has (she patches a screen with
cloth scraps and puts plants into kitchen pots after having been told to see that a
screen door is patched and some plants potted) but there's no story line, simply a
series of gaffes.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Plants and Insects Together; drawings by Matthew Kalmenoff.
Holiday House, 1976. 75-34205. 128p. $5.95.
Although the material included here has been described in other books for children
R (those by Rose Hutchins, for example) this well-organized and clearly written text
5-7 should be useful. It discusses the many ways in which plants and insects have
relationships that are either mutually beneficial (pollination) or harmful (the insect-
catching sundew plant, the Colorado potato beetle that damages potato plants); it
also describes those relationships in which plant and animal adapt to each other in an
evolutionary spiral. The illustrations are accurate and well-placed for the most part,
but occasionally a picture omits something described in the text (the pollinia of an
orchid) or is not placed to best advantage. Although the author's background as a
zoologist usually precludes any unscientific attitude, there are a few phrases used in
the text that suggest volition; for example, even with the quotation marks, the state-
ment, "The flower 'pretends' to be an insect," suggests purposiveness. A divided
bibliography and an index are appended.
Paterson, Katherine. The Master Puppeteer; illus. by Haru Wells. T. Y. Crowell, 1976.
75-8614. 179p. $6.95.
Like intricate embroidery, Paterson's story has deftly woven threads of several
R patterns that combine to make a cohesive and dramatic whole. The setting, as in
6-9 other of her books, is feudal Japan; the milieu is the closed and intricate world of the
* puppet theater; the contrapuntal plot thread is the mysterious bandit who operates as
an Osakan Robin Hood. Jiro, a young apprentice puppeteer, is one of a group of boys
who are rigidly disciplined in their new profession; he also stumbles on some clues
about the identity of Saburo. The plot is skilfully constructed, the characters are
strong, and the historical background is as interesting as the details of the puppet
theater. Good style, good story.
Pringle, Laurence P. The Minnow Family; Chubs, Dace, Minnows, and Shiners; illus. by Dot
and Sy Barlowe. Morrow, 1976. 75-28335. 64p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59
net.
Although the writing style is dry, this is a useful introduction to the largest of all
fish families. It is authoritative, objective, and carefully organized, describing
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species, habitats, and habits of feeding, nest-building, mating, et cetera. Illustrations
R are nicely detailed and labelled, with pictures either drawn to scale or provided with
3-5 labels that indicate comparative sizes. A list of scientific names of species mentioned
in the text, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Randall, Florence Engel. A Watcher in the Woods. Atheneum, 1976. 75-23044. 229p. $6.95.
The rest of the family loved the old house set away from the rest of the town, but
Ad Jan, who tells the story, had an uncomfortable feeling about it, about the strange old
5-7 woman from whom they'd bought it, and about the woods nearby. Someone was
there, she felt, someone watching. As in the Bond book, reviewed above, the whole
family is aware of and becomes involved in the mystery and fantasy of the situation.
Here the "watcher" proves to be someone from another world who has changed
places with a girl who disappeared half a century before, and the watcher uses Jan's
small sister as a medium to ask that they "help Karen," the girl who disappeared.
Although the characters are believable, they have little depth; the writing style is
smooth and the realistic matrix competently handled, but the fantasy element is not
wholly convincing, and the ending seems contrived.
Remini, Robert V. The Revolutionary Age ofAndrew Jackson. Harper, 1976. 74-2623. 205p.
illus. $6.79.
In the years between the War of 1812 and the Civil War, the United States changed
R from a young country with a frontier philosophy to a nation with intricate problems, a
7- "transportation revolution," as roads and canals and railroads proliferated, and an
* economy that was increasingly industrialized. Its central focus for many years was
Andrew Jackson, the epitome of the "self-made man," the war hero who had been
an orphan, became a lawyer, and rose to the Presidency. Remini is not adulatory, but
his esteem for Jackson is evident in his descriptions of the latter's handling of politi-
cal and financial problems; he shows clearly how many of the Jacksonian theories
and decisions affected and influenced the contemporary and future directions of
national policies. The author, a history professor, has an easy, lively writing style, he
uses material based on primary sources, and he adroitly balances detailed explana-
tions of some events with a presentation of broad movements and issues. He
discusses, in the annotated list of books suggested for further reading, books of
differing viewpoints and provides an extensive relative index.
Rock, Gail. Addie and the King of Hearts. Knopf, 1976. 75-35776. 85p. illus. $4.95.
Addie, in this fourth story about a girl in a Nebraska town in the 1940's, is in
R seventh grade and deeply smitten by her new teacher. Mr. Davenport is young. He's
4-6 handsome. He talks to her seriously, respectfully, and sympathetically. Unfortu-
nately, he's happily married. That's one problem; another is the fact that her long-
widowed father has started dating a woman Addie thinks vulgar. But when Addie
comes home from her first school dance in a deep depression because Mr. Davenport
has scolded her for shooting baskets on the dance floor, it is partly her father's friend
who cheers her. And, strangely enough, it's partly Billy, the boy who's just been
selected as king at the valentine dance and who shows up with Addie's first box of
candy. Strange, because Billy's been around since toddler days, and Addie's never
found him a comfort before. Homespun but not corny, the story has nice vinegary
touches in Addie's dour father, her sloppy but sensible grandmother, and the brassy,
cheerful woman Dad's dating.
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Rockwell, Anne, ad. Poor Goose; A French Folktale; retold and illus. by Anne Rockwell.
T. Y. Crowell, 1976. 75-4886. 36p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed. $7.25 net.
A retelling of a French foltake is illustrated by simply composed bucolic pictures,
Ad framed and bordered by pastel prints, plaids, diamonds, and checkerboards that, on
K-2 some pages, make the type harder to read. A goose with a headache decides to go the
castle and ask the chef for some soothing peppermint tea. She is joined by a cat, a
lamb, and a cow. (There's a pattern of repetition and refrain in the description of the
journey.) They miss the castle but arrive at a cottage where an old woman has been
wishing for a cow for milk, a lamb for wool, a hen or goose that would lay eggs, and a
cat or dog for company. So there they all are, snug and happy-and Goose's
headache has disappeared. The appeals of animals, wishes granted, refrain, repeti-
tion, and placid pictures are strong, and the story can be used for storytelling, but the
print superimposed on pattern is a visual handicap.
Schulman, Janet. The Big Hello; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Greenwillow, 1976. 75-33672. 32p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
Six episodes form "chapters" in a first-person saga by a small (nameless) girl who
R prattles to her doll, her dog, and her mother. She begins, "Don't be afraid, Sara.
1-2 Airplane trips are fun," and assures Sara, the doll, that she will love California. Sara
is lost, and the new home in California seems lonely until Daddy brings home a dog;
the dog not only retrieves the doll but finds her being played with by another little
girl. Instant friendship; total happiness. The cozy, mildly comic pictures add a cheer-
ful note to a pleasant addition to a growing stock of enjoyable books for beginning
independent readers.
Simon, Norma. All Kinds of Families; pictures by Joe Lasker. Whitman, 1976. 75-42283. 34p.
Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed. $3.19 net.
Despite some flaws, this picture book essay on family love and continuity has
Ad some strong values, several of which are contributed by the illustrations. The text is
K-3 rambling and a bit repetitive, and in one instance it seems contradictory: "A family is
YOU. And the people who live with you, and love you, and take care of you," and,
"A mother or father may live in a different place . . . you are still part of the same
family." While both statements are true, they could confuse a small child. What the
book does do is to stress the fact that there is no model for a family; a family may
consist of a single parent and children, of an elderly couple with no children, of the
immediate family that lives together or the extended family of several generations.
Lasker's pictures show a family visiting a father in jail, a handicapped child in a
wheelchair at a family wedding, and families of various ethnic backgrounds.
Sterling, Dorothy, ed. The Trouble They Seen; Black People Tell the Story of Reconstruc-
tion. Doubleday, 1976. 75-19218. 491p. illus. $7.95.
While there have been several books that used source material in black history
R (Julius Lester's To Be a Slave, Milton Meltzer's In Their Own Words) none has
8- focused, as this does, on the years of Reconstruction, 1865-1877. It is a sequel to
Speak Out in Thunder Tones (reviewed in the March, 1974 issue) which was a
compilation of writings by black northerners in the years 1787-1865. This book is
equally impressive, both as a research document and as a fresh view of an era that
was tragic, turbulent, and exciting, for in the years after the Civil War there was at
first a hope for an integrated society, a flowering of black culture, and an emergence
of black leaders. But their enemies were stronger than their friends, and the freed
black men and women of the Reconstruction were persecuted, their accomplish-
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ments expunged from the record. Much of Sterling's material is based on interviews
by Congressional investigating committees; other sources are cited in an editorial
foreword. An extensive relative index is appended.
Townsend, John Rowe. Noah's Castle. Lippincott, 1976. 75-30709. 256p. $6.95.
In a compelling story of a realistic future, Townsend envisions a world in which
R food is so scarce that people commit acts of desperation in order to eat. Barry, who
7-10 tells the story, is puzzled when his father buys a huge house and barricades it,
* refushing to admit visitors. He takes some food for a sick woman; his sister moves
out. Father is adamant. His food is for his family. Barry sympathizes with a group
called "Share Alike" who are opposed to hoarding, and he is torn between his sense
of justice and loyalty to his father. The book ends with an exciting confrontation,
having maintained pace throughout. Provocative and adroitly structured, it has
strong characterization and insight.
Waber, Bernard. But Names Will Never Hurt Me. Houghton, 1976. 75-40473. 32p. illus.
$6.95.
A busy immigration official had changed "Voonterlant" to "wonderland," and
R that was Alison's last name. Teased by her classmates when a family move brought
4-7 her to a new school, Alison protested unhappily to her parents. So they told her the
yrs. story of how they had named her, and she did feel better. In fact, when she grew up
she could joke about it. The story is amusing and ruefully tender, but Waber makes a
point: name-calling can wound a child.
Weiss, Harvey. Carving; How to Carve Wood and Stone. Addison-Wesley, 1976. 75-2337.
72p. illus. $6.50.
As is true of other books on arts or crafts by Weiss, this is well organized, suc-
R cinctly written, and clear in its step-by-step explanations of how to choose materials
6. and use tools. The first projects described are simple, later ones being more complex.
While the text gives instructions for making specific objects, it also gives enough
general information to enable the neophyte sculptor to strike out alone. Drawings of
stages in carving and photographs of finished objects provide added incentives.
Weiss, Peter. Simple Printmaking; illus. by Sally Gralla. Lothrop, 1976. 75-31762. 122p.
Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.81 net.
Profusely illustrated with examples of prints of many kinds, this excellent book for
R the hobbyist encourages experimentation but gives enough specific advice to make
5- the neophyte experimenter confident. Weiss describes equipment and techniques for
printing by roller, stencil, or stamp pad, explains the procedures for making block
prints and monotypes, and gives advice for printing on fabric. The explanations are
clear, the material varied; a list of books for further reading and an index are ap-
pended.
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BECKMAN, T. Crusade in Jeans. 169.
Becky and the Bear. Van Woerkom. 55.
Beginner's Book of Needlepoint and Embroi-
dery. Parker. 83.
BEHRENS. Christmas Magic-Wagon. 39.
BEHRENS. New Flag for a New Country. 2.
BEHRENS. Together. 121.
BELLAIRS. Figure in the Shadows. 2.
BENCHLEY. Beyond the Mists. 57.
BENCHLEY. Necessary End. 170.
BENDICK. How Heredity Works; Why Living
Things Are As They Are. 22.
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BERGER, G. "Fitting In" Animals In Their
Habitats. 170.
BERGER, M. Time After Time. 138.
BERNSTEIN, ad. First Morning. 153.
BERSON. I'm Bored, Ma! 170.
Bert Breen's Barn. Edmonds. 76.
BESKOW. Peter's Adventures in Blueberry
Land. 58.
Better Softball for Boys and Girls. Sullivan. 35.
Beyond the Mists. Benchley. 57.
BIBBY. Many Waters Cannot Quench Love. 91.
Bible. Story of Christmas. Hoffmann, ad. and
illus. 40.
Bicentennial Plays and Programs. Fisher, A. 43.
Big Boss. Rockwell, A. 19.
Big Hello. Schulman. 183.
Big Ones Little Ones. Hoban, T. 175.
Big Snowstorm. Peterson. 150.
Biography of a Giant Panda. Coerr. 5.
Biography of an Ostrich. Hopf. 11.
Bird Behavior. Callahan. 23.
Birthday Visitor. Uchida. 87.
Black Heroes of the American Revolution.
Davis, Burke. 172.
Blacksmiths. Fisher, L. 173.
BLADOW. Midnight Flight of Moose, Mops
and Marvin. 91.
BLAINE. Terrible Thing That Happened at Our
House. 58.
BLAIR. Mary's Monster. 91.
BLASSINGAME. Little Killers. 122.
BLOOD. Goat in the Rug. 170.
Bloomsday for Maggie. McNeer. 177.
Blossom on the Bough. Dowden. 61.
BLUE. Preacher's Kid. 22.
Blue Moose. Pinkwater. 84.
Blue Trees, Red Sky. Klein. 113.
BLUME. Forever. 106.
BOARDMAN. Around the World in 1776. 58.
BODEN. Field of Buttercups. 22.
BOLIAN. Symbols. 58.
BOLLIGER. Giant's Feast. 138.
BOLLIGER-SAVELLI, illus. Miranda's
Magic. 3.
BOND, M. Paddington on Top. 106.
BOND, N. String in the Harp. 171.
BOO to a Goose. Low. 99.
Book for Jodan. Newfield. 31.
Book of Magic Animals. Manning-Sanders. 67.
Book of Planet Earth for You. Branley. 138.
BORLAND. Good-by to Stony Crick. 3.
Borrowed House. Van Stockum. 55.
BOSTON. Guardians of the House. 3.
BOURNE. Bright Lights to See By. 138.
BOURNE. Nabby Adams' Diary. 59.
BOVA. End of Exile. 91.
BOVA. Through Eyes of Wonder. 122.
Boy Who Was Followed Home. Mahy. 100.
Boy Without a Name. Lively. 127.
BRADBURY. In Her Father's Footsteps. 171.
BRADY. Beaver Year. 171.
BRANDENBERO. No School Today! 3.
BRANLEY. Book of Planet Earth for You. 138.
BRANSCUM. Three Wars of Billy Joe Treat.
139.
Brave Janet Reachfar. Duncan. 25.
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BRENNER. Lizard Tails and Cactus Spines.
122.
Bridge. Steadman. 69.
BRIDWELL. Clifford's Good Deeds. 154.
BRIGGS. Father Christmas Goes on Holiday.
. 40.
BRIGHT. Georgie's Christmas Carol. 40.
Bright Lights to See By. Bourne. 138.
BRINDZE. Look How Many People Wear
Glasses. 139.
BROWN, J. Sea's Harvest. 122.
BROWN, R. White Sparrow. 4.
BROWN, W. Historical Catastrophes: Fires.
139.
Building Tables on Tables. Trivett. 20.
BULLA. Shoeshine Girl. 106.
BURCH. Jolly Witch. 92.
BURCHARD, M. Sports Hero; Phil Esposito.
22.
BURCHARD, M. Sports Hero; Reggie Jack-
son. 154.
BURCHARD, P. Harbor Tug. 154.
BURNINGHAM. Baby. 139.
BURNINGHAM. Mr. Gumpy's Motor Car.
171.
BURTON. Kate Ryder. 140.
Bushman's Dream. Seed. 86.
Busybody Nora. Hurwitz. 158.
But Names Will Never Hurt Me. Waber. 184.
Butterfly Ball and the Grasshopper Feast. Al-
dridge and Plomer. 105.
By Crumbs, It's Mine! Beatty, P. 169.
BYARS. Lace Snail. 106.
BYFIELD. Haunted Tower. 172.
Cakes and Custard. Alderson, comp. 105.
Calf is Born. Cole. 75.
CALHOUN. Old Man Whickutt's Donkey. 4.
CALHOUN. Ownself. 59.
CALLAHAN. Bird Behavior. 23.
CAMERON. To the Green Mountains. 92.
CAPELLARO. Germs Make Me Sick. 94.
CARAS. Zoo in Your Room. 59.
CARLSON. Marie Louise's Heyday. 59.
CARRICK. Wise Men of Gotham. 4.
CARTWRIGHT. Sand. 4.
Carving. Weiss, H. 184.
Case Against the Wind and Other Stories.
Peretz. 102.
Case of the Burgled Blessing Box. Corbett. 123.
Case of the Condemned Cat. Hildick. 145.
Cat in the Mirror. Stolz. 70.
CAVANNA. Ruffles and Drums. 74.
CAWLEY. Gran at Coalgate. 122.
Certain Magic. Orgel. 162.
Chaplin, the Movies, and Charlie. Jacobs, D. 146.
CHARLIP. Thirteen. 107.
CHENERY. Pickles and Jake. 23.
Chicano Roots Go Deep. Coy. 142.
CHILD STUDY ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, comp. Courage to Adventure.
154.
CHILD STUDY ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA. Families Are Like That! 23.
CHILDRESS. When the Rattlesnake Sounds.
140.
Child's Book of Seasons. Ichikawa. 176.
Chimpanzees. Napier. 180.
Chinese Egg. Storr. 119.
Chloris and the Freaks. Platt. 131.
Choctaw Boy. Conklin. 60.
Christmas Magic-Wagon. Behrens. 39.
Christmas Party. Bailey. 39.
Christmas Pifiata. Kent. 48.
CHRISTOPHER. Glue Fingers. 40.
CHUKOVSKY. Silver Crest. 172.
Church Mice Spread Their Wings. Oakley. 180.
CIARDI. Fast and Slow. 40.
Cigarette Sellers of Three Crosses Square. Zie-
mian. 120.
City and Suburb. Pringle. 116.
CLARK. If the Earth Falls In. 123.
CLEAVER. Dust of the Earth. 92.
CLEMENTS, H. Coming Home to a Place
You've Never Been Before. 140.
CLIFFORD. Salah of Sierra Leone. 93.
Clifford's Good Deeds. Bridwell. 154.
CLIFTON. Everett Anderson's Friend. 172.
CLIFTON. My Brother Fine With Me. 107.
Clown. Corcoran. 75.
CLYMER. E. Engine Number Seven. 5.
CLYMER, T., ed. Four Corners of the Sky. 60.
CLYNE. Tunnels of Terror. 60.
COATSWORTH. Marra's World. 107.
COBB. Supersuits. 60.
Code and Cipher Book. Sarnoff and Ruffins. 20.
COERR. Biography of a Giant Panda. 5.
COLBY. Two Centuries of Weapons 1776-1976.
155.
COLE. Calf is Born. 75.
COLES. Headsparks. 23.
Collecting for the City Naturalist. Hussey and
Pessino. 11.
COLLIER. Rich and Famous. 93.
COLMAN. After the Wedding. 93.
COLMAN. Ethan's Favorite Teacher. 5.
COLMAN. Nobody Has to Be Kid Forever.
140.
COLMAN. that's the way it is, amigo. 107.
Coming Home to a Place You've Never Been
Before. Clements, H. and B. 140.
Communications Satellites. Kohn. 13.
Complete Beginner's Guide to Backpacking.
Lyttle. 14.
Complete Book of Puppetry. Currell. 24.
CONFORD. Dear Lovey Hart, I Am Desper-
ate. 123.
CONFORD. Luck of Pokey Bloom. 24.
CONKLIN. Choctaw Boy. 60.
Contemporary American Folk Artists. Horwitz.
125.
Continental Shelves. Waters. 151.
Contraception, Abortion, Pregnancy. Fleming.
95.
Conversations. Malzberg. 15.
COOMBS. Dorie and the Witch's Imp. 75.
COOMBS. Molly Mullett. 24.
COOPER, G. Second Springtime. 24.
COOPER, G. Time in the City. 5.
COOPER, S. Grey King. 41.
CORBETT. Case of the Burgled Blessing Box.
123.
CORBETT. Great McGoniggle's Gray Ghost.
141.
CORCORAN. Clown. 75.
CORRIGAN, A., comp. Holiday Ring. 108.
CORRIGAN, B. How to Make Something Out
of Practically Nothing. 155.
COUDRILLE. Beastly Collection. 6.
COUPER. Looking for a Wave. 141.
Courage to Adventure. Child Study Assocation
of America, comp. 154.
COWAN. Growing Up Yanqui. 141.
Cowboy on Ice. Maxwell. 29.
COWLES. Nicholas. 6.
COY. Chicano Roots Go Deep. 142.
CRAFT. Winter Bear. 93.
Creative Masks for Stage and School. Peters and
Sutcliffe. 131.
Creepy Castle. Goodall, illus. 110.
Crumb. Doty. 156.
Crusade in Jeans. Beckman, T. 169.
Crystal Is the New Girl. Gordon. 157.
CULTICE. Kivi Speaks. 41.
CURRELL. Complete Book of Puppetry. 24.
CURRY. Watchers. 108.
CURTIS. On ESP. 25.
Daisy Summerfield's Style. Goffstein. 96.
Dandelion Year. McTrusty. 50.
Dark Didn't Catch Me. Thrasher. 71.
DARKE. Question of Courage. 75.
DAVIS, BETTE. World of Mosses. 41.
DAVIS, BURKE. Black Heroes of the Ameri-
can Revolution. 172.
Day After Christmas. Bach. 38.
Day of the Ness. Norton, A. and Gilbert, M. 16.
Daybreak Man. Schneider, J. 53.
DE ANGELI. Lion in the Box. 41.
Dear Lovey Hart, I Am Desperate. Conford.
123.
DE BRUYN. Six Special Places. 61.
DELTON. Rabbit Finds a Way. 42.
DE PAOLA. Michael Bird-Boy. 6.
DE PAOLA, ad. and illus. Strega Nona. 42.
DePAUW. Founding Mothers. 124.
DE REGNIERS. Little Sister and the Month
Brothers. 155.
DE ROIN, ed. Jataka Tales. 64.
Desert Is Theirs. Baylor. 74.
DES JARLAIT. Patrick Des Jarlait. 108.
Devil Did It. Jeschke. 146.
Dictionary of Mythical Places. Palmer. 162.
Dig, Drill, Dump, Fill. Hoban, T. 125.
DILLON. Rome Under the Emperors. 155.
Din Dan Don It's Christmas. Domanska. 42.
Dinner at Alberta's. Hoban, R. 98.
DIXON. May I Cross Your Golden River? 94.
Do Toads Give You Warts? Ricciuti. 117.
Do You Love Me? Gackenbach. 62.
DOBBINS. What Do You Do With a Draw-
bridge? 142.
DOBRIN. Gilly Gilhooley. 124.
DOBRIN. I Am a Stranger on the Earth. 142.
DODD. Time of Hunting. 156.
Dollars and Sense. McGough. 127.
Dollhouse Caper. O'Connell, J. 149.
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DOMANSKA. Din Dan Don It's Christmas.
42.
DONAHUE. Germs Make Me Sick. 94.
DONOVAN. Family. 173.
DONOVAN. Good Old James. 6.
Dorrie and the Witch's Imp. Coombs. 75.
Dorrie's Book. Sachs. 117.
DOTY. Crumb. 156.
DOTY. Winter Pony. 25.
DOWDEN. Blossom on the Bough. 61.
Drac. Holman and Valen. 157.
Dragon, Dragon and Other Tales. Gardner. 109.
Dragons in the Waters. L'Engle. 176.
Dragonsong. McCaffrey. 177.
DRAGONWAGON. When Light Turns Into
Night. 61.
DRAGONWAGON. Wind Rose. 156.
Dragonwings. Yep. 87.
DRAGT. Towers of February. 109.
Dream for Addie. Rock. 18.
Dreams in Your Life. Smith, H. 103.
DRESANG. Land and People of Zambia. 7.
DUGAN. All About Horses. 61.
DUNCAN. Brave Janet Reachfar. 25.
DUNN. Osmonds. 173.
DUNNAHOO. Who Cares About Espie
Sanchez? 94.
Dust of the Earth. Cleaver. 92.
DUVOISIN. Petunia's Treasure. 94.
EARLE. Nuts. 26.
Eat! Paterson, D. 17.
Eating Places. Zim and Skelly. 88.
Ebbie. Rice. 132.
Eddie's Valuable Property. Haywood. 27.
EDMONDS. Bert Breen's Barn. 76.
Egg Book. Kent. 13.
El Bronx Remembered. Mohr. 161.
ELGIN. Fall Down, Break a Bone, Skin Your
Knee, Book. 42.
Ellen and the Queen. Avery. 1.
Elvis and His Friends. Gripe. 174.
Elvis and His Secret. Gripe. 174.
Embryos and How They Develop. Jenkins. 28.
Emma's Dilemma. LeRoy. 99.
EMRICH. Whim-Wham Book. 142.
End of Exile. Bova. 91.
Energy. Pringle. 84.
Engine Number Seven. Clymer. 5.
ERDMAN. Save Weeping for the Night. 7.
Ethan's Favorite Teacher. Colman. 5.
EVARTS. Purple Eagle Mystery. 173.
Everett Anderson's Friend. Clifton. 172.
EVSLIN. Green Hero. 26.
EWEN. Vocal Music. 95.
EWING. Private Matter. 7.
Exploring Black America. Thum. 36.
F. A. O. Schwarz TOYS Through the Years.
Schwartz. 132.
Falcons Return. Kaufmann and Meng. 47.
Fall Down, Break a Bone, Skin Your Knee,
Book. Elgin. 42.
Families Are Like That! Child Study Association
of America. 23.
Family. Donovan. 173.
FARBER. As I Was Crossing Boston Common.
95.
FARRAR. Hungry Snowbird. 7.
Fast and Slow. Ciardi. 40.
Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff. Myers. 82.
Fat and Skinny. Balestrino. 39.
Fat Free; Common Sense for Young Weight
Worriers. Gilbert, S. 27.
Father Christmas Goes on Holiday. Briggs. 40.
Fawn. Peck. 52.
FEGELY. Wonders of Wild Ducks. 109.
FELTON. Nancy Ward, Cherokee. 43.
Field of Buttercups. Boden. 22.
Fighting Shirley Chisholm. Haskins. 10.
Figure in the Shadows. Bellairs. 2.
Fiona's Bee. Keller. 126.
Fire. Haines. 45.
First Look at Insects. Selsam and Hunt, J. 32.
First Morning. Bernstein and Kobrin, ads. 153.
First Step. Snyder, A. 165.
Fish for Supper. Goffstein. 174.
FISHER, A. Bicentennial Plays and Programs.
43.
FISHER, L. Blacksmiths. 173.
FISHER, L. Leonard Everett Fisher's Liberty
Book. 143.
FISHER, L. Sweeney's Ghost. 8.
"Fitting In" Animals In Their Habitats. Berger,
G. and M. 170.
FLEISCHHAUER-HARDT. Show Me! 26.
FLEMING. Contraception, Abortion, Preg-
nancy. 95.
FLEXER. Snorkel. 62.
Fly Away Home. Nostlinger. 101.
Flying Machine. Loeper. 114.
Follow the Brook. Knotts. 29.
Forever. Blume. 106.
FORT. June the Tiger. 143.
FOSTER. Year of the Horseless Carriage. 43.
Founding Mothers. DePauw. 124.
Four Corners of the Sky. Clymer, T., ed. 60.
Fox Running. Knudson. 147.
Free Woman. Meade. 179.
FREEMAN. Will's Quill. 143.
FREGOSI. Mammoth, the Owl, and the Crab.
8.
FREMLIN. Three Friends. 44.
Friendly Wolf. Goble, P. and D. 144.
FRISKEY. Welcome to Austria. 62.
FRITZ. Where Was Patrick Henry on the 29th
of May? 44.
FRITZ. Who's That Stepping on Plymouth
Rock? 95.
Frogs and Toads of the World. Simon, H. 164.
Frogs, Toads, Salamanders and How They Re-
produce. Patent. 16.
From Pigeons to People. Hall, E. 124.
Frontiers of Dance. Terry. 135.
FUFUKA. My Daddy Is a Cool Dude. 76.
FUJIKAWA. Let's Play! 76.
Funny Bananas. McHargue. 66.
Futbol Soccer/Soccer. Tardy and Jackson. 119.
GACKENBACH. Do You Love Me? 62.
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GALDONE, J. Gertrude the Goose Who For-
got. 8.
GALDONE, P. Gingerbread Boy. 8.
GALLICO. Miracle in the Wilderness. 109.
GANS. Oil: The Buried Treasure. 63.
GANTOS. Rotton Ralph. 174.
GARDNER. Dragon, Dragon and Other Tales.
109.
GARELICK. About Owls. 44.
GARRISON. Little Pieces of the West Wind.
143.
GAULT. Underground Skipper. 8.
GEORGE. Hook a Fish, Catch a Mountain. 44.
Georgie's Christmas Carol. Bright. 40.
Germs Make Me Sick. Donahue and Capellaro.
94.
Gertrude the Goose Who Forgot. Galdone, J. 8.
Gettysburg. Monjo. 161.
Giant's Feast. Bolliger. 138.
Giants of Jazz. Terkel with Hawk. 166.
GIBBS. Backpacking. 9.
GILBERT, M. Day of the Ness. 16.
GILBERT, S. Fat Free; Common Sense for
Young Weight Worriers. 27.
Gilly Gilhooley. Dobrin. 124.
Gingerbread Boy. Galdone, P. 8.
GINSBURG, ad. How the Sun Was Brought
Back to the Sky. 44.
GINSBURG, tr. How Wilka Went to Sea. 9.
GINSBURG, tr. Pampalche of the Silver Teeth.
144.
Girl Who Owned a City. Nelson. 83.
Girl With Spunk. St. George. 163.
Glad Man. Gonzalez. 156.
GLOVACH. Let's Make a Deal. 45.
GLUBOK. Art of the Plains Indians. 144.
Glue Fingers. Christopher. 40.
Goat in the Rug. Blood and Link. 170.
Gobble-uns'll Git You Ef You Don't Watch Out!
Riley. 69.
GOBLE. Friendly Wolf. 144.
GODDEN. Mr. McFadden's Hallowe'en. 110.
GOFFSTEIN. Daisy Summerfield's Style. 96.
GOFFSTEIN. Fish for Supper. 174.
Going Back. Lively. 114.
Going on a Dig. Moffett. 51.
Golden Shores of Heaven. Lyle. 160.
GOLDREICH. What Can She Be? A Police
Officer. 110.
GONZALEZ. Glad Man. 156.
Good Morning to You, Valentine. Hopkins,
comp. 112.
Good Old James. Donovan. 6.
Good Work, Amelia Bedelia. Parish. 181.
GOODALL, illus. Creepy Castle. 110.
Good-by to Stony Crick. Borland and Speicher.
3.
GORDON. Crystal Is the New Girl. 157.
GRAHAM. Song of the Boat. 144.
Gran at Coalgate. Cawley. 122.
Granny's Fish Story. La Farge. 13.
Great Cat Chase. Mayer. 15.
Great Christmas Kidnapping Caper. Van
Leeuwen. 54.
Great McGoniggle's Gray Ghost. Corbett. 141.
Great Toozy Takeover. Kelly. 28.
GREEN, N., ad. Hole in the Dike. 9.
GREEN, P. Ice River. 77.
Green Hero. Evslin. 26.
GREENBERG. New Awareness: Religion
Through Science Fiction. 72.
GREENBERG, ed. Run to Starlight. 77.
GREENE. I Know You, Al. 96.
GREENFELD. They Came to Paris. 96.
GREENFIELD. Me and Neesie. 96.
GREENFIELD. Paul Robeson. 77.
GREGOR. Amulets, Talismans, and Fetishes.
157.
Grey King. Cooper, S. 41.
GRIESE. Way of Our People. 97.
GRIFFITHS. Just a Dog. 9.
GRIFFITHS. Mysterious Appearance of
Agnes. 124.
Griffon's Nest. Levin. 81.
GRIMM. Hansel and Gretel. 77.
GRIPE. Elvis and His Friends. 174.
GRIPE. Elvis and His Secret. 174.
GROHSKOPF. Shadow in the Sun. 45.
GROSS. Snakes. 10.
Growing Up Yanqui. Cowan. 141.
Guardians of the House. Boston. 3.
GURNEY. Launching of Sputnik, October
4, 1957. 110.
HAAS. Maggie B. 145.
HAGY. And Then Mom Joined the Army. 174
HAINES. Fire. 45.
HALL, B. Year in the Forest. 27.
HALL, E. From Pigeons to People. 124.
HALL, L. New Day for Dragon. 10.
HALL, M. April Ghost. 124.
HALMI. Zoos of the World. 97.
HAMILTON. Titania's Lodestone. 45.
Handmade Secret Hiding Places. Hogrogian. 64.
HANEY. Ride 'em Cowgirl! 78.
HANLON. What If a Lion Eats Me and I Fall
Into a Hippopotamus' Mud Hole? 145.
Hans Clodhopper. Andersen. 37.
Hansel and Gretel. Grimm. 77.
Harbor Tug. Burchard, P. 154.
Harlequin Moth. Selsam. 117.
HARRIS. Sky Man on the Totem Pole? 63.
Harrow and Harvest. Willard. 136.
HASKINS. Fighting Shirley Chisholm. 10.
HASKINS. Your Rights Past and Present. 111.
HAUFF. Adventures of Little Mouk. 10.
Haunted Tower. Byfield. 172.
HAWES. Spring Peepers. 11.
HAWK. Giants of Jazz. 166.
Hawk That Dare Not Hunt by Day. O'Dell. 101.
HAYNES. Spies on the Devil's Belt. 11.
HAYWOOD. Eddie's Valuable Property. 27.
He and She. Hirsch. 111.
Headsparks. Coles. 23.
HEAPS. Psychic Phenomena. 27.
Heart-of-Snowbird. Lorenzo. 66.
Heavenly Host. Asimov. 90.
HEIDE. When the Sad One Comes to Stay. 1 II.
Hello I'm Karen. Sutherland. 165.
Henny Penny. Hutchinson. 125.
Henrietta, The Wild Woman of Borneo. Rosen.
19.
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HENRY. Little Fellow. 97.
Henry Explores the Mountains. Taylor, Mark.
35.
HENTOFF. This School is Driving Me Crazy.
78.
Heritage Sampler. Hoople. 112.
Heroines of '76. Anticaglia. 90.
HESS. Pony to Love. 46.
Hester. Barton. 21.
HILDICK. Case of the Condemned Cat. 145.
HILTON. Way It Was-1876. 46.
HINTON. Rumble Fish. 63.
HIRSCH. He and She. 111.
Historical Catastrophes: Fires. Brown, W. and
Anderson. 139.
HITCHCOCK, comp. Let Joybells Ring. 97.
HO. Sing to the Dawn. 46.
HOBAN, R. Dinner at Alberta's. 98.
HOBAN, R. Near Thing for Captain Najork.
175.
HOBAN, R. Ten What? 46.
HOBAN, T. Big Ones Little Ones. 175.
HOBAN, T. Dig, Drill, Dump, Fill. 125.
HOBERMAN. I Like Old Clothes. 175.
HOFFMANN, ad. and illus. Bible. Story of
Christmas. 40.
HOGROGIAN. Handmade Secret Hiding
Places. 64.
HOKE. Owls. 64.
Hole in the Dike. Green, N., ad. 9.
Holiday Ring. Corrigan, A., comp. 108.
HOLL. Parade. 46.
HOLLAND. Journey for Three. 11.
HOLMAN. Drac. 157.
HOLZ. Mobiles You Can Make. 112.
Home Is Where Your Feet Are Standing. Wind-
sor. 104.
HONIG. Hurry Home. 157.
Hook a Fish, Catch a Mountain. George. 44.
HOOPLE. Heritage Sampler. 112.
HOOVER. Treasures of Morrow. 175.
HOPF. Biography of an Ostrich. 11.
HOPF. Misplaced Animals and Other Living
Creatures. 145.
HOPKINS, comp. Good Morning to You, Val-
entine. 112.
HOPKINS. Sing Hey for Christmas Day. 98.
HORACE (QUINTUS HORATIUS FLAC-
CUS). Two Roman Mice. 78.
HORWITZ. Contemporary American Folk Art-
ists. 125.
HORWITZ. When the Sky is Like Lace. 78.
Hot Shots of Pro Hockey. MacPeek. 115.
House That Sailed Away. Hutchins. 64.
HOVEY. John Reed: Witness to Revolution. 79.
How Democracy Failed. Switzer. 53.
How Did We Find Out About Comets? Asimov.
38.
How Heredity Works; Why Living Things Are
As They Are. Bendick. 22.
How I Faded Away. Udry. 166.
How Insects Communicate. Patent. 84.
How the Sun Was Brought Back to the Sky.
Ginsburg, ad. 44.
How the Witch Got Alf. Annett. 1.
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How to Make Something Out of Practically
Nothing. Corrigan, B. 155.
How to Sharpen Your Study Skills. Kalina. 112.
How Was I Born? Nilsson. 101.
How Wild Animals Fight. Shuttleworth. 133.
How Wilka Went to Sea. Ginsburg, tr. 9.
HOWARD. Mom and Me. 112.
HOYT. Arab Science. 79.
Huffler. Walsh. 151.
HUGHES. Season Songs. 98.
Hundred Penny Box. Mathis. 51.
Hungry Snowbird. Farrar. 7.
HUNT, I. Lottery Rose. 176.
HUNT, J. First Look at Insects. 32.
HUNTER. Stranger Came Ashore. 79.
Hurry Home. Honig. 157.
HURWITZ. Busybody Nora. 158.
HUSSEY. Collecting for the City Naturalist. 11.
HUTCHINS. House That Sailed Away. 64.
HUTCHINSON. Henny Penny. 125.
I Am a Stranger on the Earth. Dobrin. 142.
I Am Adopted. Lapsley. 29.
I Hate to Take a Bath. Barrett. 73.
I Hear America Singing. Whitman. 36.
I Know You, Al. Greene. 96.
I Like Old Clothes. Hoberman. 175.
I Love My Mother. Zindel. 88.
I Was All Thumbs. Waber. 150.
Ice River. Green, P. 77.
ICHIKAWA. Child's Book of Seasons. 176.
If the Earth Falls In. Clark. 123.
I'll Be the Horse If You'll Play With Me. Alex-
ander. 73.
Illustrated Football Dictionary for Young Peo-
ple. Olgin. 16.
I'm a Monkey. Kraus. 159.
I'm Bored, Ma! Berson. 170.
I'm Going to Run Away! Thompson. 86.
In Her Father's Footsteps. Bradbury. 171.
In the Rabbitgarden. Lionni. 14.
INGRAM. Night Rider. 47.
Inside. Adkins. 121.
Integration of Mary-Larkin Thornhill. Waldron.
135.
Introducing Shirley Braverman. Wolitzer. 136.
IONESCO. Story Number 4. 12.
Is Milton Missing? Kroll. 81.
Is There Life on a Plastic Planet? Ames. 89.
Island Sunrise. Walsh. 166.
Island Time. Lamont. 159.
It May Come in Handy Someday. Tompert. 119.
IWASAKI. What's Fun Without a Friend? 64.
Izzie. Pearson. 102.
JACKSON. Soccer/Futbol Soccer. 119.
JACOBS, D. Chaplin, the Movies, and Charlie.
146.
JACOBS, W. Roger Williams. 12.
JAMES. Sometimes I Hate School. 121.
Jataka Tales. Jatakas. De Roin, ed. 64.
JATAKAS. Jataka Tales. 64.
Jeffs Hospital Book. Sobol. 34.
JENKINS. Embryos and How They Develop.
28.
JENNESS. Life of Their Own. 146.
Jennie Jenkins. Taylor, Mark. 54.
JESCHKE. Devil Did It. 146.
JESCHKE. Sidney. 28.
Joanna All Alone. Kaye. 147.
Joe Kaufman's How We Are Born, How We
Grow, How Our Bodies Work, ... And
How We Learn. Kaufman. 126.
John Reed: Witness to Revolution. Hovey. 79.
JOHNSON, D. Willow Flute. 80.
JOHNSON, H. Picture the Past: 1900-1915. 47.
JOHNSTON. Strangers Dark and Gold. 12.
Jolly Witch. Burch. 92.
JORDAN. New Life: New Room. 47.
JOSEPH. Pet Birds. 125.
Journey for Three. Holland. 11.
JOYNER. Thirteen. 107.
June the Tiger. Fort. 143.
Just a Dog. Griffiths. 9.
Just the Beginning. Miles, B.
KALINA. How To Sharpen Your Study Skills.
112.
KANTOR. Nuts. 26.
KAREN. Kingdom of the Sun; The Inca. 158.
KARL. Turning Place. 176.
Kate Ryder. Burton. 140.
KATZ. 1,001 Words. 80.
KAUFMAN. Joe Kaufman's How We Are
Born, How We Grow, How Our Bodies
Work, . .. And How We Learn. 126.
KAUFMANN. Falcons Return. 47.
KAYE. Joanna All Alone. 147.
KEATS. Louie. 80.
KEENE. Secret of the Forgotten City. 65.
KEENE. Sky Phantom. 158.
KELLER. Fiona's Bee. 126.
KELLY. Great Toozy Takeover. 28.
Kelly's Creek. Smith, D. 164.
KENT. Christmas Pifiata. 48.
KENT. Egg Book. 13.
KENT. There's No Such Thing as a Dragon.
158.
KERR, J. Other Way Round. 65.
KERR, M. Love is a Missing Person. 48.
KESSELMAN. Time For Jody. 126.
Kevin's Grandma. Williams. 56.
Kids Cooking Complete Meals. Paul. 17.
KIMMEL. Magic in the Mist. 28.
King of the Mountain. Wier. 104.
Kingdom of the Sun; The Inca. Karen. 158.
Kivi Speaks. Cultice. 41.
KLEIN. Blue Trees, Red Sky. 113.
KLEIN. What It's All About. 126.
KLEVER. Women in Television. 147.
Knave of Dreams. Norton, A. 116.
KNIGGE. Silver Spurs. 65.
KNOTTS. Follow the Brook. 29.
KNUDSON. Fox Running. 147.
KOBRIN, ad. First Morning. 153.
KOHN. Communications Satellites. 13.
KONIGSBURG. Second Mrs. Giaconda. 80.
KORTY. Plays From African Folktales. 81.
KRASKE. Story of the Dictionary. 48.
KRAUS. I'm a Monkey. 159.
KRAUS. Three Friends. 98.
KROEBER. Life of Their Own. 146.
KROLL. Is Milton Missing? 81.
KUMIN. Wizard's Tears. 99.
KUSKIN. Near the Window Tree. 65.
Lace Snail. Byars. 106.
Ladies of Fantasy. Manley, ed. 15.
Lady Who Saw the Good Side of Everything.
Tapio. 134.
LA FARGE. Granny's Fish Story. 13.
LAMB. Secret Writing Tricks. 147.
LAMONT. Island Time. 159.
LAMPELL. Pig With One Nostril. 13.
LAMPMAN. White Captives. 48.
Lancelot Closes at Five. Sharmat. 164.
Land and People of Zambia. Dresang. 7.
LAPSLEY. I Am Adopted. 29.
Last Night I Saw Andromeda. Anker. 153.
Launching of Sputnik, October 4, 1957. Gurney.
110.
Law and the New Woman. McHugh. 100.
LAWRENCE, L. Wyndcliffe. 13.
LAWRENCE, M. Touchmark. 159.
LEA. Temba Dawn. 148.
LE CAIN. White Cat. 49.
LEE. Alligator Pie. 113.
Legend and the Storm. Roy. 150.
Lemming Condition. Arkin. 153.
L'ENGLE. Dragons in the Waters. 176.
Leonard Everett Fisher's Liberty Book. Fisher,
L. 143.
LEROY. Emma's Dilemma. 99.
Let Joybells Ring. Hitchcock, comp. 97.
Let's Find Out About Babies. Shapp, Shapp, and
Shepard. 32.
Let's Go to a Horse Show. Rosner. 19.
Let's Make a Deal. Glovach. 45.
Let's Play! Fujikawa. 76.
Let's-Try-It-Out. .. About Your Heart. Simon,
S. 33.
Letters to Horseface. Monjo. 128.
LEVIN. Griffon's Nest. 81.
LEVITIN. Mark of Conte. 177.
LEVY. Lizzie Lies A Lot. 177.
LEVY. Something Queer at the Ball Park. 49.
LEYDENFROST. Ten Little Elephants. 66.
Life of Their Own. Jenness and Kroeber. 146.
LIMBURG. What's-in-the-Names of Birds. 49.
LINGARD. Proper Place. 113.
LINK. Goat in the Rug. 170.
Lion in the Box. De Angeli. 41.
LIONNI. In the Rabbitgarden. 14.
LIONNI. Pezzettino. 113.
LISKER. Lost. 66.
Lissamor's Child. Allen, S. and Tomelty. 57.
Lito. Mangurian. 50.
LITTLE. Stand in the Wind. 114.
Little Fellow. Henry. 97.
Little Killers. Blassingame. 122.
Little Pieces of the West Wind. Garrison. 143.
Little Rabbit's Loose Tooth. Bate. 74.
Little Sister and the Month Brothers. De Re-
gniers. 155.
Little Though I Be. Low. 159.
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LIVELY. Boy Without a Name. 127.
LIVELY. Going Back. 114.
LIVERMORE. Lost and Found. 14.
Lives of My Cat Alfred. Zimelman. 167.
LIVINGSTON, ed. One Little Room, An
Everywhere. 99.
Lizard Tails and Cactus Spines. Brenner. 122.
Lizzie Lies A Lot. Levy. 177.
LOBEL. Owl at Home. 66.
LOEPER. Flying Machine. 114.
Long, Long Pollution Crisis. Pettit. 17.
Long Man's Song. Rockwood. 53.
Look at a Kitten. Wright. 120.
Look How Many People Wear Glasses. Brindze.
139.
Looking for a Wave. Couper. 141.
LORENZO. Heart-of-Snowbird. 66.
Lost. Lisker. 66.
Lost and Found. Livermore. 14.
Lottery Rose. Hunt, I. 176.
Louie. Keats. 80.
Love is a Missing Person. Kerr, M. 48.
LOW. BOO to a Goose. 99.
LOW. Little Though I Be. 159.
Luck of Pokey Bloom. Conford. 24.
Ludell. Wilkinson. 104.
LYLE. Golden Shores of Heaven. 160.
LYTTLE. Complete Beginner's Guide to Back-
packing. 14.
MACAULAY. Pyramid. 81.
McCaffrey. Dragonsong. 177.
McCLUNG. Sea Star. 127.
McCord. Star in the Pail. 148.
McCORMICK. Master Book of Escapes. 14.
McDERMOTT, ad. Stonecutter. 49.
McFALL. Underwater Continent. 127.
McGOUGH. Dollars and Sense. 127.
McGOVERN. Secret Soldier. 114.
McGOWEN. Odyssey From River Bend. 82.
McHARGUE. Funny Bananas. 66.
McHARGUE. Private Zoo. 29.
McHARGUE. Stoneflight. 50.
McHUGH. Law and the New Woman. 100.
MACINTYRE. Purple Mouse. 67.
McKOWN. Resignation of Nixon. 148.
Macmillan Dictionary for Children. Morris, ed.
68.
McNEER. Bloomsday for Maggie. 177.
MacPEEK. Hot Shots of Pro Hockey. 115.
McTRUSTY. Dandelion Year. 50.
MADISON. Marinka, Katinka and Me (Susie).
82.
MADISON. Mysterious Caitlin Mclver. 128.
MADISON. Party That Lasted All Summer.
178.
MAESTRO. Where is My Friend? 148.
MAESTRO. Wise Monkey Tale. 100.
Maggie B. Haas. 145.
Maggie Marmelstein for President. Sharmat. 133.
Magic Cauldron. O'Connell, M. 149.
Magic Cooking Pot. Towle, ad. 54.
Magic in the Mist. Kimmel. 28.
MAHY. Boy Who Was Followed Home. 100.
Make a Circle Keep Us In. Adoff. 21.
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MALZBERG. Conversations. 15.
Mammoth, the Owl, and the Crab. Fregosi. 8.
Man From Ironbark. Paterson, A. 84.
Man Who Bought Himself. Mann and Siegal.
149.
Mandy's Grandmother. Skorpen. 33.
MANGURIAN. Lito. 50.
MANLEY, ed. Ladies of Fantasy. 15.
MANN. Man Who Bought Himself. 149.
MANNING-SANDERS. Book of Magic Ani-
mals. 67.
Many Waters Cannot Quench Love. Bibby. 91.
MARCEAU. Story of BIP. 178.
MARCUS. Survivors of the Stone Age. 82.
Marie Louise's Heyday. Carlson. 59.
Marinka, Katinka and Me (Susie). Madison. 82.
Mark of Conte. Levitin. 177.
Marra's World. Coatsworth. 107.
MARTIN. Raven-Who-Sets-Things-Right; In-
dian Tales of the Northwest Coast. 50.
MARX. Underwater Dig. 160.
Mary's Monster. Blair. 91.
Mask-Making With Pantomime and Stories
From American History. Ross. 132.
Master Book of Escapes. McCormick. 14.
Master Puppeteer. Paterson, K. 181.
MATHIS. Hundred Penny Box. 51.
Matt's Mitt. Sachs. 31.
MAXWELL. Cowboy on Ice. 29.
May I Cross Your Golden River? Dixon. 94.
May I Visit? Zolotow. 167.
MAYER. AH-CHOO. 178.
MAYER. Great Cat Chase. 15.
MAYER. One Frog Too Many. 67.
MAYLE. "What's Happening to Me?" 128.
MAYNE. Year and a Day. 178.
MAZER. Saturday, the Twelfth of October. 67.
Me and Neesie. Greenfield. 96.
MEADE. Free Woman. 179.
Meat in the Sandwich. Bach. 73.
MELWOOD. Nettlewood. 30.
MENG. Falcons Return. 47.
MEYER. Rock Tumbling. 68.
Mia Alone. Beckman, G. 2.
Michael Bird-Boy. De Paola. 6.
Midnight Flight of Moose, Mops and Marvin.
Bladow. 91.
MILES, B. Just the Beginning. 179.
MILES, M. Swim, Little Duck. 160.
MILLARD. Plants for Kids to Grow Indoors.
149.
MILNE. Pooh's Alphabet Book. 115.
MINARD. Womenfolk and Fairy Tales. 30.
Minnow Family. Pringle. 181.
Miracle in the Wilderness. Gallico. 109.
Miranda's Magic. Bolliger-Savelli, illus. 3.
Misplaced Animals and Other Living Creatures.
Hopf. 145.
Mr. Gumpy's Motor Car. Burningham. 171.
Mr. McFadden's Hallowe'en. Godden. 110.
Mobiles You Can Make. Holz. 112.
MOE. Pickles and Prunes. 161.
MOERI. Star Mother's Youngest Child. 115.
MOFFETT. Going on a Dig. 51.
MOHR. El Bronx Remembered. 161.
Molly Mullett. Coombs. 24.
Molly Patch and Her Animal Friends. Shecter.
118.
Mom and Me. Howard. 112.
MONJO. Gettysburg. 161.
MONJO. Letters to Horseface. 128.
MONJO. Sea Beggar's Son. 30.
Monnie Hates Lydia. Pearson. 130.
Monsters of the Deep. Wise. 72.
MOORE. See My Lovely Poison Ivy. 115.
MOREY. Operation Blue Bear. 100.
MOREY. Year of the Black Pony. 179.
MORRESSY. Windows of Forever. 116.
MORRIS, ed. Macmillan Dictionary for Chil-
dren. 68.
Morris's Disappearing Bag. Wells. 55.
MOSKIN. Waiting for Mama. 30.
MOTHER GOOSE. Rackham, illus. Mother
Goose Nursery Rhymes. 101.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. Mother Goose.
Rackham, illus. 101.
Mulga Bill's Bicycle. Paterson, A. 31.
My Brother Fine With Me. Clifton. 107.
My Daddy Is a Cool Dude. Fufuka. 76.
My Dentist. Rockwell, H. 85.
My Nursery School. Rockwell, H. 163.
My Robot Buddy. Slote. 102.
MYERS. Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff. 82.
Mysterious Appearance of Agnes. Griffiths. 124.
Mysterious Caitlin McIver. Madison. 128.
Mysterious Prowler. Nixon. 180.
Nabby Adams' Diary. Bourne. 59.
Nancy Ward, Cherokee. Felton. 43.
Naomi. Rabe. 69.
NAPIER. Chimpanzees. 180.
NAVARRA. Supercars. 15.
NAVARRA. Supertrains. 116.
NAYLOR. Amish Family. 51.
NAYLOR. Witch's Sister. 68.
Near the Window Tree. Kuskin. 65.
Near Thing for Captain Najork. Hoban, R. 175.
Necessary End. Benchley. 170,
Neighborhood Knight. Schick. 163.
NELSON. Girl Who Owned a City. 83.
Nettlewood. Melwood. 30.
New Awareness: Religion Through Science Fic-
tion. Warrick and Greenberg. 72.
New Blue Shoes. Rice. 18.
New Day for Dragon. Hall, L. 10.
New Flag for a New Country. Behrens. 2.
New Kid in Town. Robinson. 102.
New Life: New Room. Jordan. 47.
NEWFIELD. Book for Jodan. 31.
NEY. Ox Under Pressure. 161.
Nicholas. Cowles. 6.
NICHOLSON. AnAlphabet. 83.
Night Ride. Ardizzone. 38.
Night Rider. Ingram. 47.
Nilsson. How Was I Born? 101.
NIXON. Mysterious Prowler. 180.
No Boys Allowed. Terris. 119.
No School Today! Brandenberg. 3.
Noah's Castle. Townsend. 184.
Nobody Has to Be a Kid Forever. Colman. 140.
Nobody's Family. Snyder, A. 34.
N)STLINGER. Fly Away Home. 101.
Nonna. Bartoli. 39.
Norman. Ancestral Voices. 162.
NORTHEASTERN FOREST EXPERIMENT
STATION. A Tree Hurts, Too. 69.
NORTON, A. Day of the Ness. 16.
NORTON, A. Knave of Dreams. 116.
NORTON, M. Are All the Giants Dead? 129.
Not Just Sugar and Spice. Sheffield. 133.
NURENBERG. Time of Anger. 129.
Nuts. Earle and Kantor. 26.
OAKLEY. Church Mice Spread Their Wings.
180.
O'BRIEN. Z for Zachariah. 51.
O'CONNELL, J. Dollhouse Caper. 149.
O'CONNELL, M. Magic Cauldron. 149.
O'DELL. Hawk That Dare Not Hunt by Day.
101.
O'DELL. Zia. 180.
Odyssey From River Bend. McGowen. 82.
Oil: The Buried Treasure. Gans. 63.
OLANDER, ed. Run to Starlight. 77.
Old Man Whickutt's Donkey. Calhoun. 4.
Old Woman and the Red Pumpkin. Bang, tr. 1.
OLDENBERG. Potawatomi Indian Summer.
129.
Olga Korbut. Smith, J. 34.
OLGIN. Illustrated Football Dictionary for
Young People. 16.
On ESP. Curtis. 25.
On the Other Side of the Gate. Suhl. 20.
One Frog Too Many. Mayer. 67.
$100,000 Rat. Stilley. 70.
One Little Room, An Everywhere. Livingston,
ed. 99.
One Small Dog. Tung. 71.
1,001 Words. Katz. 80.
Operation Blue Bear. Morey. 100.
OPPENHEIM. Selchie's Seed. 129.
Optimists of Nine Elms. Simmons. 33.
ORGEL. Certain Magic. 162.
ORMONDROYD. All in Good Time. 130.
Osmonds. Dunn. 173.
Other Way Round. Kerr, J. 65.
OVERTON. Thirteen Days of Christmas. 16.
Owl at Home. Lobel. 66.
Owls. Hoke and Pitt. 64.
Ownself. Calhoun. 59.
Ox Under Pressure. Ney. 161.
Paddington on Top. Bond, M. 106.
Pain. Stiller. 86.
PALMER. Dictionary of Mythical Places. 162.
Pampalche of the Silver Teeth. Ginsburg, tr. 144.
Pantheon Story of Art for Young People. Batter-
berry. 22.
Parade. Holl. 46.
PARISH. Good Work, Amelia Bedelia. 181.
PARKER. Beginner's Book of Needlepoint and
Embroidery. 83.
PARNALL. Alfalfa Hill. 102.
Party That Lasted All Summer. Madison. 178.
PATENT. Frogs, Toads, Salamanders and How
They Reproduce. 16.
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PATENT. How Insects Communicate. 84.
PATENT. Plants and Insects Together. 181.
PATERSON, A. Man From Ironbark. 84.
PATERSON, A. Mulga Bill's Bicycle. 31.
PATERSON, D. Eat! 17.
PATERSON, K. Master Puppeteer. 181.
Patrick Des Jarlait. Des Jarlait. 108.
PAUL. Kids Cooking Complete Meals. 17.
Paul Robeson. Greenfield. 77.
PAYSON, comp. Sleepy Time Treasury. 130.
PEARSON. Izzie. 102.
PEARSON. Monnie Hates Lydia. 130.
PECK. Fawn. 52.
PECK. Soup and Me. 130.
PECK. Wild Cat. 52.
PERERA. Your Brain Power. 131.
PERETZ. Case Against the Wind and Other
Stories. 102.
PERL. Telltale Summer of Tina C. 131.
PESSINO. Collecting for the City Naturalist.
11.
Pet Birds. Joseph. 125.
PETERS. Creative Masks for Stage and School.
131.
Peter's Adventures in Blueberry Land. Beskow.
58.
PETERSON. Big Snowstorm. 150.
PETTIT. Long, Long Pollution Crisis. 17.
Petunia's Treasure. Duvoisin. 94.
PEVSNER. Smart Kid Like You. 17.
Pezzettino. Lionni. 113.
Pickles and Jake. Chenery. 23.
Pickles and Prunes. Moe. 161.
Pictorial History of Women in America. Warren.
72.
Picture the Past: 1900-1915. Johnson, H. 47.
Piero Ventura's Book of Cities. Ventura. 135.
Pig With One Nostril. Lampell. 13.
PINKWATER. Blue Moose. 84.
PITT. Owls. 64.
Plants and Insects Together. Patent. 181.
Plants for Kids to Grow Indoors. Millard. 149.
PLATT. Chloris and the Freaks. 131.
Plays From African Folktales. Korty. 81.
PLOMER. Butterfly Ball and the Grasshopper
Feast. 105.
Poltergeist of Jason Morey. Skurzynski. 33.
POLUSHKIN, ad. Who Said Meow? 17.
Pony to Love. Hess. 46.
Pooh's Alphabet Book. Milne. 115.
Poor Goose. Rockwell, A., ad. 183.
Potawatomi Indian Summer. Oldenberg. 129.
Preacher's Kid. Blue. 22.
PRESTON. Sad Story of the Little Bluebird and
the Hungry Cat. 132.
Princess and Froggie. Zemach. 88.
PRINGLE. City and Suburb. 116.
PRINGLE. Energy. 84.
PRINGLE. Minnow Family. 181.
Private Matter. Ewing. 7.
Private Zoo. McHargue. 29.
Proper Place. Lingard. 113.
SPsychic Phenomena. Heaps. 27.
Purple Eagle Mystery. Evarts. 173.
Purple Mouse. Maclntyre. 67.
PUSHKIN. Tale of the Golden Cockerel. 18.
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Pyramid. Macaulay. 81.
Python's Party. Wildsmith. 152.
Question of Courage. Darke. 75.
Quitting Deal. Tobias. 36.
Rabbit Finds a Way. Delton. 42.
RABE. Naomi. 69.
RABINOWITZ. Red Horse and the Bluebird.
18.
RACKHAM, illus. Mother Goose Nursery
Rhymes. 101.
RANDALL. Watcher in the Woods. 182.
RASKIN. Tattoed Potato and Other Clues. 52.
Raven-Who-Sets-Things-Right; Indian Tales of
the Northwest Coast. Martin. 50.
RAVIELLI. What Is Bowling? 150.
Reading, Writing, Chattering Chimps. Amon. 90.
Red Horse and the Bluebird. Rabinowitz. 18.
REEVES. Total Turtle. 162.
REMINI. Revolutionary Age of Andrew Jack-
son. 182.
RENICK. Sam Discovers Soccer. 52.
RESCH. Super 8 Filmmaking. 150.
Resignation of Nixon. McKown. 148.
RESNICK. Sun and Shadow. 85.
Revolutionary Age of Andrew Jackson. Remini.
182.
REYNOLDS. Will the Real Monday Please
Stand Up. 31.
RICCIUTI. Do Toads Give You Warts? 117.
RICE. Ebbie. 132.
RICE. New Blue Shoes. 18.
RICH. Summer at High Kingdom. 85.
Rich and Famous. Collier. 93.
Riddle of Raven's Gulch. Shura. 32.
Ride 'em Cowgirl! Haney. 78.
RILEY. Gobble-uns'll Git You Ef You Don't
Watch Out! 69.
ROBERTS. View From the Cherry Tree. 85.
ROBINSON. New Kid in Town. 102.
ROCK. Addie and the King of Hearts. 182.
ROCK. Dream for Addie. 18.
Rock Tumbling. Meyer and Wexler. 68.
ROCKWELL, A. Big Boss. 19.
ROCKWELL, A., ad. Poor Goose. 183.
ROCKWELL, H. My Dentist. 85.
ROCKWELL, H. My Nursery School. 163.
ROCKWOOD. Long Man's Song. 53.
Roger Williams. Jacobs. W. 12.
Roman Hostage. Schurfranz. 53.
Romansgrove. Allan. 89.
Rome Under the Emperors. Dillon. 155.
ROSEN. Henrietta, The Wild Woman of Bor-
neo. 19.
ROSNER. Let's Go to a Horse Show. 19.
ROSS. Mask-Making With Pantomime and
Stories From American History. 132.
Rotten Ralph. Gantos. 174.
ROY. Legend and the Storm. 150.
RUFFINS. Code and Cipher Book. 20.
Ruffles and Drums. Cavanna. 74.
Rumble Fish. Hinton. 63.
Run to Starlight. Greenberg, Olander, and War-
rick, eds. 77.
Russian Fairy Tales. Afanas'ev, comp. 105.
SABIN. Women Who Win. 19.
SACHS. Dorrie's Book. 117.
SACHS. Matt's Mitt. 31.
Sad Story of the Little Bluebird and the Hungry
Cat. Preston. 132.
ST. GEORGE. Girl With Spunk. 163.
Salah of Sierra Leone. Clifford. 93.
Sam Discovers Soccer. Renick. 52.
Sand. Cartwright. 4.
SARNOFF. Code and Cipher Book. 20.
Saturday, the Twelfth of October. Mazer. 67.
Save Weeping for the Night. Erdman. 7.
SCHICK. Neighborhood Knight. 163.
SCHNEIDER. H. Science Fun For You in a
Minute or Two. 117.
SCHNEIDER, J. Daybreak Man. 53.
SCHULMAN. Big Hello. 183.
SCHURFRANZ. Roman Hostage. 53.
SCHWARTZ. F. A. O. Schwarz TOYS
Through the Years. 132.
Science Fun For You in a Minute or Two.
Schneider, H. and N. 117.
SCOTT. Survivors. 133.
Sea Beggar's Son. Monjo. 30.
Sea Star. McClung. 127.
Sea's Harvest. Brown, J. 122.
Season Songs. Hughes. 98.
Second Mrs. Giaconda. Konigsburg. 80.
Second Springtime. Cooper, G. 24.
Secret of Haunted Mesa. Whitney. 151.
Secret of the Disappearing Sultan. Warner. 87.
Secret of the Forgotten City. Keene. 65.
Secret Soldier. McGovern. 114.
Secret Writing Tricks. Lamb. 147.
See My Lovely Poison Ivy. Moore. 115.
SEED. Bushman's Dream. 86.
Selchie's Seed. Oppenheim. 129.
Self-Made Woman. Balducci. 137.
SELSAM. First Look at Insects. 32.
SELSAM. Harlequin Moth. 117.
SETON. Smouldering Fires. 118.
SEXTON. Wizard's Tears. 99.
Shadow in the Sun. Grohskopf. 45.
SHAPP. Let's Find Out About Babies. 32.
SHARMAT. Lancelot Closes at Five. 164.
SHARMAT. Maggie Marmelstein for President.
133.
She Was Nice to Mice. Sheedy. 86.
SHECTER. Molly Patch and Her Animal
Friends. 118.
SHEEDY. She Was Nice to Mice. 86.
SHEFFIELD. Not Just Sugar and Spice. 133.
SHEPARD. Let's Find Out About Babies. 32.
Shoeshine Girl. Bulla. 106.
Show Me! Fleischhauer-Hardt. 26.
SHTAINMETS. Story of Ricky the Royal
Dwarf. 164.
SHURA. Riddle of Raven's Gulch. 32.
SHUTTLESWORTH. How Wild Animals
Fight. 133.
Sidney. Jeschke. 28.
SIEGAL. Man Who Bought Himself. 149.
Silver Crest. Chukovsky. 172.
Silver Spurs. Knigge. 65.
SIMMONS. Optimists of Nine Elms. 33.
SIMON, H. Frogs and Toads of the World. 164.
SIMON, N. All Kinds of Families. 183.
SIMON, S. Let's-Try-It-Out ... About Your
Heart. 33.
Simple Printmaking. Weiss, P. 184.
Sing Hey for Christmas Day. Hopkins. 98.
Sing to the Dawn. Ho. 46.
Six Special Places. De Bruyn. 61.
SKELLY. Eating Places. 88.
SKORPEN. Mandy's Grandmother. 33.
SKURZYNSKI. Poltergeist of Jason Morey. 33.
Sky Man on the Totem Pole? Harris. 63.
Sky Phantom. Keene. 158.
SLEATOR. Among the Dolls. 118.
Sleepy Time Treasury. Payson and Wyant,
comps. 130.
SLOTE. My Robot Buddy. 102.
Smart Kid Like You. Pevsner. 17.
Smartest Bear and His Brother Oliver. Bach. 21.
SMITH, D. Kelly's Creek. 164.
SMITH, H. Dreams in Your Life. 103.
SMITH, J. Olga Korbut. 34.
Smouldering Fires. Seton. 118.
Snakes. Gross. 10.
Snorkel. Flexer. 62.
SNYDER. A. First Step. 165.
SNYDER, A. Nobody's Family. 34.
SNYDER, Z. And All Between. 165.
SOBOL. Jeffs Hospital Book. 34.
Soccer/Futbol Soccer. Tardy and Jackson. 119.
Something Queer at the Ball Park. Levy. 49.
Sometimes I Hate School. Barkin and James.
121.
Song of the Boat. Graham. 144.
Song of the Trees. Taylor, Mildred. 35.
Soup and Me. Peck. 130.
Soviet Dissent. Axelbank, 38.
SPEICHER. Good-by to Stony Crick. 3.
Spell of the Northern Lights. Sypher. 54.
SPIER. Tin Lizzie. 134.
Spies on the Devil's Belt. Haynes. 11.
Sports Hero; Phil Esposito. Burchard, M. 22.
Sports Hero; Reggie Jackson. Burchard, M. 154.
Spring Peepers. Hawes. 11.
Squire's Bride. Asbj0rnsen. 38.
Squirrels. Wildsmith. 55.
SRIVASTAVA. Averages. 103.
Stand in the Wind. Little. 114.
Star in the Pail. McCord. 148.
Star Mother's Youngest Child. Moeri. 115.
STARKEY. Tall Man from Boston. 118.
STEADMAN. Bridge. 69.
STERLING, ed. Trouble They Seen. 183.
Steven Kellogg's Yankee Doodle. Bangs. 169.
STILLER. Pain. 86.
STILLEY. $100,000 Rat. 70.
STOLZ. Cat in the Mirror. 70.
Stonecutter. McDermott, ad. 49.
Stoneflight. McHargue. 50.
STOREY. Ask Me No Questions. 34.
STORR. Chinese Egg. 119.
Story Number 4. lonesco. 12.
Story of BIP. Marceau. 178.
Story of Ricky the Royal Dwarf. Shtainmets.
164.
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Story of the Dictionary. Kraske. 48.
Stranger Came Ashore. Hunter. 79.
Strangers Dark and Gold. Johnston. 12.
STREATFEILD. Young Person's Guide to Bal-
let. 35.
Strega Nona. De Paola, ad. 42.
String in the Harp. Bond, N. 171.
STUART. Witch's Bridle and Other Occult
Tales. 165.
SUHL. On the Other Side of the Gate. 20.
SULLIVAN. Better Softball for Boys and Girls.
35.
Summer at High Kingdom. Rich. 85.
Sun and Shadow. Resnick. 85.
Super 8 Filmmaking. Resch. 150.
Supercars. Navarra. 15.
Supersuits. Cobb. 60.
Supertrains. Navarra. 116.
Surprise for Mother. Watson, P. 167.
Survivors. Scott. 133.
Survivors of the Stone Age. Marcus. 82.
SUTCLIFFE. Creative Masks for Stage and
School. 131.
SUTHERLAND. Hello I'm Karen. 165.
SWARTHOUT. Whales To See The. 134.
Sweeney's Ghost. Fisher, L. 8.
Swim, Little Duck. Miles, M. 160.
SWITZER. How Democracy Failed. 53.
Symbols. Bolian. 58.
SYPHER. Spell of the Northern Lights. 54.
Tale of the Golden Cockerel. Pushkin. 18.
Tall Man From Boston. Starkey. 118.
TAPIO. Lady Who Saw the Good Side of Ev-
erything. 134.
TARDY. Soccer/Futbol Soccer. 119.
Tattooed Potato and Other Clues. Raskin. 52.
TAYLOR, MARK. Henry Explores the Moun-
tains. 35.
TAYLOR, MARK. Jennie Jenkins. 54.
TAYLOR, MILDRED. Song of the Trees. 35.
TAYLOR, T. Teetoncey and Ben O'Neal. 70.
Teetoncey and Ben O'Neal. Taylor, T. 70.
Telltale Summer of Tina C. Perl. 131.
Temba Dawn. Lea. 148.
Ten Little Elphants. Leydenfrost. 66.
Ten What? Hoban, R. 46.
Tennis Menace. Alien, A. 57.
TERKEL. Giants of Jazz. 166.
Terrible Thing That Happened at Our House.
Blaine. 58.
TERRIS. No Boys Allowed. 119.
TERRY. Frontiers of Dance. 135.
that's the way it is, amigo. Colman. 107.
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly.
Adams, illus. 89.
There's No Such Thing as a Dragon. Kent. 158.
They Came To Paris. Greenfeld. 96.
Thirteen. Charlip and Joyner. 107.
Thirteen Days of Christmas. Overton. 16.
This Old Man . . . Adams, illus. 89.
This School is Driving Me Crazy. Hentoff. 78.
THOMPSON. I'm Going to Run Away! 86.
THRASHER. Dark Didn't Catch Me. 71.
Three Friends. Fremlin. 44.
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Three Friends. Kraus. 98.
Three Wars of Billy Joe Treat. Branscum. 139.
Through Eyes of Wonder. Bova. 122.
THUM. Exploring Black America. 36.
Time After Time. Berger, M. 138.
Time For Jody. Kesselman. 126.
Time in the City. Cooper, G. 5.
Time of Anger. Nurenberg. 129.
Time of Hunting. Dodd. 156.
Tin Lizzie. Spier. 134.
Titania's Lodestone. Hamilton. 45.
To the Green Mountains. Cameron. 92.
TOBIAS. Arthur Mitchell. 71.
TOBIAS. Quitting Deal. 36.
Together. Behrens. 121.
TOMELTY. Lissamor's Child. 57.
TOMPERT. It May Come in Handy Someday.
119.
Total Turtle. Reeves. 162.
Touchmark. Lawrence, M. 159.
Towers of February. Dragt. 109.
TOWLE, ad. Magic Cooking Pot. 54.
TOWNSEND. Noah's Castle. 184.
Travels of Magnus Pole. Wills. 152.
TRAVERS. About the Sleeping Beauty. 135.
Treasures of Morrow. Hoover. 175.
A Tree Hurts, Too. Northeastern Forest Exper-
iment Station. 69.
Tricky Dick and His Pals. Wortis. 56.
TRIVETT. Building Tables on Tables. 20.
Trouble They Seen. Sterling, ed. 183.
Trouble With Alaric. Williamson. 152.
Truth and Consequences. Young. 56.
Tuck Everlasting. Babbitt. 90.
TUNG. One Small Dog. 71.
Tunnels of Terror. Clyne. 60.
Turning Place. Karl. 176.
Tutti-Frutti Case. Allard. 37.
Two Centuries of Weapons 1776-1976. Colby.
155.
Two Roman Mice. Horace (Quintus Horatius
Flaccus). 78.
UCHIDA. Birthday Visitor. 87.
UDRY. How I Faded Away. 166.
Una and the Heaven Baby. Andrew. 137.
Uncle Charlie's Poodle. Unkelbach. 36.
Underground Skipper. Gault. 8.
Underwater Continent. McFall. 127.
Underwater Dig. Marx. 160.
UNKELBACH. Uncle Charlie's Poodle. 36.
VALEN. Drac. 157.
VAN LEEUWEN. Great Christmas Kidnap-
ping Caper. 54.
VAN STOCKUM. Borrowed House. 55.
VAN WOERKOM. Becky and the Bear. 55.
VENTURA. Piero Ventura's Book of Cities.
135.
View From the Cherry Tree. Roberts. 85.
Vocal Music. Ewen. 95.
WABER. But Names Will Never Hurt Me. 184.
WABER. I Was All Thumbs. 150.
Waiting for Mama. Moskin. 30.
WALDRON. Integration of Mary-Larkin
Thornhill. 135.
WALKER. D. Year of the Horse. 136.
WALKER. G. Women Today. 72.
WALSH. Huffler. 151.
WALSH. Island Sunrise. 166.
WARNER. Secret of the Disappearing Sultan.
87.
WARREN. Pictorial History of Women in
America. 72.
WARRICK, ed. New Awareness: Religion
Through Science Fiction. 72.
WARRICK, ed. Run to Starlight. 77.
Watcher in the Woods. Randall. 182.
Watchers. Curry. 108.
WATERS. Continental Shelves. 151.
WATSON, J. Whales. 103.
WATSON, P. Surprise for Mother. 167.
Way it Was-1876. Hilton. 46.
Way of Our People. Griese. 97.
WAYNE. Witches of Barguzin. 103.
WEBER. Wild Orphan Babies. 151.
WEISS, H. Carving. 184.
WEISS, P. Simple Printmaking. 184.
WELBER. Winter Wedding. 167.
Welcome to Austria. Friskey. 62.
Well! Why Didn't You Say So? Wold. 120.
WELLMAN. Wilderness Has Ears. 167.
WELLS. Morris's Disappearing Bag. 55.
WEXLER. Rock Tumbling. 68.
Whales. Watson, J. 103.
Whales To See The. Swarthout, G. and K. 134.
What Can She Be? A Police Officer. Goldreich.
110.
What Do Your Do With a Drawbridge? Dob-
bins. 142.
What If a Lion Eats Me and I Fall into a Hip-
popotamus' Mud Hole? Hanlon. 145.
What Is Bowling? Ravielli. 150.
What It's All About. Klein. 126.
What's Fun Without a Friend? Iwasaki. 64.
"What's Happening to Me?" Mayle. 128.
What's-in-the-Names of Birds. Limburg. 49.
When Light Turns Into Night. Dragonwagon. 61.
When the Rattlesnake Sounds. Childress. 140.
When the Sad One Comes to Stay. Heide. 111.
When the Sky is Like Lace. Horwitz. 78.
Where is My Friend? Maestro. 148.
Where Was Patrick Henry on the 29th of May?
Fritz. 44.
Whim-Wham Book. Emrich. 142.
White Captives. Lampman. 48.
White Cat. Le Cain. 49.
White Sparrow. Brown, R. 4.
WHITMAN. I Hear America Singing. 36.
WHITNEY. Secret of Haunted Mesa. 151.
Who Cares About Espie Sanchez? Dunnahoo.
94.
Who Comes to King's Mountain? Beatty, J. and
P. 74.
Who Said Meow? Polushkin, ad. 17.
Who's That Stepping on Plymouth Rock? Fritz.
95.
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears.
Aardema, ad. 37.
WIER. King of the Mountain. 104.
Wild Cat. Peck. 52.
Wild Orphan Babies. Weber. 151.
Wilderness Has Ears. Wellman. 167.
WILDSMITH. Python's Party. 152.
WILDSMITH. Squirrels. 55.
WILKINSON. Ludell. 104.
Will the Real Monday Please Stand Up.
Reynolds. 31.
WILLARD. Harrow and Harvest. 136.
WILLIAMS. Kevin's Grandma. 56.
WILLIAMSON. Trouble With Alaric. 152.
Willow Flute. Johnson, D. 80.
WILLS. Travels of Magnus Pole. 152.
Will's Quill. Freeman. 143.
Wind Rose. Dragonwagon. 156.
Windows of Forever. Morressy. 116.
WINDSOR. Home Is Where Your Feet Are
Standing. 104.
Winter Bear. Craft. 93.
Winter Pony. Doty. 25.
Winter Wedding. Welber. 167.
WISE. Monsters of the Deep. 72.
Wise Men of Gotham. Carrick. 4.
Wise Monkey Tale. Maestro. 100.
Witches of Barguzin. Wayne. 103.
Witch's Bridle and Other Occult Tales. Stuart.
165.
Witch's Sister. Naylor. 68.
Wizard's Tears. Kumin and Sexton. 99.
WOLD. Well! Why Didn't You Say So? 120.
WOLITZER. Introducing Shirley Braverman.
136.
Women in Television. Klever. 147.
Women Today. Walker, G. 72.
Women Who Win. Sabin. 19.
Womenfolk and Fairy Tales. Minard. 30.
Wonders of Wild Ducks. Fegely. 109.
World of Mosses. Davis, Bette. 41.
WORTIS. Tricky Dick and His Pals. 56.
WRIGHT. Look at a Kitten. 120.
WYANT, comp. Sleepy Time Treasury. 130.
Wyndcliffe. Lawrence. L, 13.
Year and a Day. Mayne. 178.
Year in the Forest. Hall, B. 27.
Year of the Black Pony. Morey. 179.
Year of the Horse. Walker, D. 136.
Year of the Horseless Carriage. Foster. 43.
YEOMAN. Beatrice and Vanessa. 56.
YEP. Dragonwings. 87.
YOUNG. Truth and Consequences. 56.
Young Person's Guide to Ballet. Streatfeild. 35.
Your Brain Power. Perera. 131.
Your Rights Past and Present. Haskins. 111.
Z for Zachariah. O'Brien. 51.
ZEMACH. Princess and Froggie. 88.
Zia. O'Dell. 180.
ZIEMIAN. Cigarette Sellers of Three Crosses
Square. 120.
ZIM. Eating Places. 88.
ZIMELMAN. Lives of My Cat Alfred. 167.
ZINDEL. I Love My Mother. 88.
ZOLOTOW. May I Visit? 167.
Zoo in Your Room. Caras. 59.
Zoos of the World. Halmi. 97.
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